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Note by the Secretary-General

The relationships between science, technology and
environment and development are extremely important and
particularly complex. Technology is at the very center
of the process of development. Its characteristics are
basic determinants of development, of the effects of
that development will have on the environment (both
natural and social) and, vice versa, the effects that
environment will have on the development process. At
the same time, different environments will require
different technologies to support a successful and
sustainable development process.

Given the importance of the subject and the wide
range of opinions on the issues at stake, three experts
have been asked to prepare papers on the subject. One,
Dr. Rémi Barré, was asked to write a paper dealing
basically with the points of view of the western
industrialized countries. Another, Dr. Paolo Bifani,
was asked to do the same from the point of view of the
developing countries in the South. Dr. Edward Ayensu
was asked to examine the issues from the perspective of
a scientist with experience in institutional development
in the Third World. Dr. Umberto Colombo , Chairman of
the Industry Advisory Panel, unable to participate in
the Commission's discussion on Science and Technology
has agreed to the distribution of a paper in which he
discusses several of the issues.

The papers raise several questions of particular
importance. It would be desirable, perhaps in Oslo, to
concentrate on certain general questions that stem from
the relationship between environment, technology and
development. The Commission will have other
opportunities to discuss more specific questions that
arise in the context of each of the items on its
alternative agenda. Each of the Advisory Panels (e.g.
Food Security, Energy, Industry. etc..) will be
examining science and technology and offering specific
policy recommendations.
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Among the important questions found in the papers is

that of whether developing countries (and perhaps even
developed ones) should seek access to the most modern
and sophisticated technologies or if, on the contrary.
they should accept older technologies, even those that
are being discarded by highly industrialized countries.
as a basis for their development. Do they have a choice
in the matter? Some believe that the use of a wide
range of sophisticated and older technologies, combined
according to the diverse national or local settings, is
the answer. But these different technologies have also
quite different effects on the environment.

There is the question whether science and technology
are neutral and therefore stand on their own untouched
by socio-economic and political events or whether they
are a product of the latter. This leads into the
question of possibilities of social control of
technology and therefore of acting to plan and manage
the development of technology by public and private
institutions, national and perhaps even international.
Is it possible to have explicit s&'r strategies
nationally or even internationally in association with
international cooperation? Perhaps another way to pose
the question is: is it possible to avoid having such
strategies embodied, at least implicitly, in national
and international approaches to environment and
development?

Althoughmore than 90% of new technology and
innovation is generated in the private sector.
particularly the transnational corporations,, there is an
important element of participation by governments in the
management of the process. This is so in the case of
industrialized countries' governments. There is, as one
of the papers suggests, a possible role for governmental
institutions in developing countries - some of them
already in place - to implement a national techno:Logical
strategy. It seems possible to reinforce these
institutions and provide them with real functions.

Access to science and technology is seriously
limited for developing countries, more so for the least
developed. The reasons for this are several. Their
lack of infrastructure for science and technology and
the institutions on which this is based, their weak
financial capacity, their poor bargaining power and the
international market structure for technology all serve
to limit their access. The absence of strong science
and technology capabilities is extremely important.
Although it would be difficult for developing countries
to catch up soon with the industrialized countries in
the generation of technology, they need good science and
technology capabilities at home to be able to select
appropriately, adapt, upgrade and eventually innovate in
some area8.
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This points directly to the need for immediate
changes in education, particularly in developing
countries. Education is the basis for acquiring science
and technology capabilities and infrastructure.

A significant part of new technology and innovation
generated stems from military objectives. Because of
the priority attached to them, they secure the necessary
funding for research and development. There is ample
room in this area for constructive change.

Environmental measures should be designed to induce
innovative science and technology adapted to sustainable
development. Experience shows this can be done
effectively and successfully.

There seems to be no doubt that a new era of science
and technology is dawning. The important changes have
appeared and will continue to appear in the
industrialized countries, but the impact of those
changes on the social and natural environment will take
place both in industrialized and developing countries.
There will be important differences, however, in the
nature of the impact, due to differences in development
level and socio-cultural ethos. Developed and
developing countries both have to prepare for these
impacts.

Some of the new technological advances could well
emerge with relative ease in developing countries. This
should be considered and also the possibility of
carrying out regional activities which could be
negotiated with less difficulty if they refer to science
and technology issues related to the environment. In
any event, the future seems difficult but there also
seem to be several useful and possible actions that
could be taken: in developed and developing countries
and at the international level.
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SCIENCE AND TECHNOrJOGY
ENVIRONMENT AND DEVELOPMENT

"regionare sulle cause e sugli effetti
e cosa assal difficile..."
Umberto Eco: "Ii Name della Rosa"

INTRODUCTION

Socio-economic development depends on the
transformation and exploitation of the natural system by
society. The most powerful social instruments for the
utilization of nature and for fostering development are
science and technology. Nowadays the major global
issues are at the interphase of social and natural
systems and are characterized by a strong scientific and
technological dimension.

Technology is often seen as the materialization of
Pandora's myth: she was gifted with all goodness and
blessings, but her inherent lively. irrepressible,
curiosity also unbounded all kinds of evils and
misfortunes. However, hope was also in Pandora's box.
Science and technology are often seen as the source of
permanent cornucopia that can permit the social system
to expand continuously. H. Kahn can be certainly
identified with this position. The opposite view
considers technology as something that enslaves man.
rendering him to a simple gear in a technocratic world.
Mumford, Marcuse. Ellul are among those who share a
rather pessimistic view of a undimensional technological
universe whose path is determined by the "rational" and
"efficient" logic of technological progress.

Both points of view: the extreme cornucopian
optimism and the censorious pessimism, reflect a
deterministic approach. The former considers technology
as a "deux ex machina" that solves all kinds of
problems, while the latter, considers It as an unbounded
Prometheus that human beings cannot control. They see
technology as having its own dynamics, isolated from its
manipulators, hence, from its social, economic and
environmental context. Both positions are coherent with
a tradition that considers technology as "neutral", an
extremely controversial position. On the contrary,
technology is committed to a social system and has a
specific intentionality with regard to its purposes.

The present setting

2.1. Characteristics of the science and technolov
sys t em

Scientific and technological development are results
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of social intentionality. Thereore, they are
influenced by the interests and goals of the society in
which they originate and develop, their environment and
the problems to overcome at a given historical moment.
More important, technology is also a mean to acquire
economic and political control over natural resources
and geographical spaces and, finally, to increase
socio-economic and political power.

Technologies do not exist in isolation. Each
technique, machine or process is supported by a vast
array of technologies mutually complementary and
functionally linked. The complexity and magnitude of
technology has grown by the systematic application of
scientific knowledge, conforming nowadays a scientific
and technological system, with a pragmatic and
utilitarian character: to satisfy social needs, to
increase the efficiency of productive activities or to
overcome specific problems, through the utilization of
the natural environment.

a) The systemic character of science and technoloav

Methods, procedures, principles and human skills are
developed in order to interfere with social and natural
phenomena, to manipulate them by the use of a
combination of scientific understanding, and, a set of
objects, tools and processes. In this way the
performance of each tool, machine or technical process
is ever more dependent on the existence of their
interrelated ensemble. As the efficiency of technology
is increasingly dependent on its systemic character so
is the power it confers to social groups. Thus, the
adoption or transfer of a part or single
process of the science and technology system implies a
degree of dependency between those who own or control
the science and technology system and those who use only
a part of it.

The application of science and technology disturbs
the natural system due to the extraction of some
components, the modification of processes, the addition
of alien elements or by a combination of these three
types of interventions. Even if the technology is
applied to extract a single element, to modify one
process or to produce a unique product, the whole system
is affected because every element or process has a
function in the system and its modification affects a
set of dynamic interactions. For this reason, the
materialization of science and technology development
does not produce a single result but rather a myriad of
direct and indirect, first, second and third degree
effects, in different functional and physical spaces.
manifested along different time spans.

WOlO4g/PB/gq.5.6.8 5/pm
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Events triggered by technology application do not
occur in isolation: several events can interact among
them, even if not occurring simultaneously. Through
these interactions final impacts are magnified.
Synergetic phenomena are of great relevance indeed: the
intensity and/or spatial and temporal distribution of an
event can be magnified by the occurance of other past.
simultaneous or even future events. This implies that
prediction of effects and of their magnitude is becoming
more difficult, hence uncertainty increases.

This systemic dimension has been largely ignored.
Decision makers usually consider the first order effects
of technology application neglecting second and third
order, unexpected and delayed consequences which
permeate the complete socio-economic, political,
cultural and natural system through phenomena of
sequence, diversification and convergence.

b) Neutrality of science and technolov?

Science and technology development and application
are not neutral, first because they respond to specific
societal objectives in their generation and use;
secondly, because there is an intention to change or
modify a social, economic or natural process or
structure, and third because of system's dynamics and
synergism. Decision making based on traditional
economics used to think and to act under assumptions of
ceteris-paribus conditions, thus neglecting systemic
effects, hence reinforcing the belief on technology's
neutrality.

The intentionality is vehemently denied while the
systemic character is carefully concealed. Moreover,
the fact that technology change is creating needs and
potentialities for further technological development
contributes to sustain the idea that technology change
is a self dynamic process propelled by its own dynamics,
that reaches momentum when a combination of scientific
knowledge combines with technical understanding and
economic feasibility. It is surmised that technology
has a self-determined and self-reproductive evolutionary
process, that society cannot control, an assumption that
fortifies those positions that are opposed to the
planning, management and control of technology.

C) The time dimension

Time is one of the most important dimension in
science and technology development planning, management
and control. Time frames technological generation and
development and also shapes technological effects over
the socio-economic and natural systems. This aspect
should be examined from two cifferent perspectives: the
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dynamics of the scientific and technological system and
the dynamics of the context in which technology is
developed and applied.

Technology development and implementation interfere
with the inertia of soclo-economic and natural processes
and interact with them originating multiple feedback
loops and a variety of effects, some of them occurring
almost immediately while others maturing in the long
term. Therefore the consequences of technology
application are a function of the characteristics of the
action and of the dynamic structure and behaviour of the
system in which it is applied.

The dynamics of the science and technology system is
essentially of long-term type because long term is
required: for invention to become an innovation; to
diffuse and acquire a dominant position; and for
technological systems to go through their life cycles.
Besides, significant direct and indirect effects on
society and on nature can be of immediate or delayed
appearance in relation to the main desired results of
technology application, they can even be irreversible.

A conflict exists between the long-term dimension of
natural phenomena and the short-term rationality of
human action. Indeed, society has developed science and
technology capabilities that allow the modification of
natural structure and sets of processes that may evolve
along hundreds and even millions of years. Short term
benefits orient social actions and induce
transformations of the natural system without a clear
understanding about future consequences. To ignore
effects implies the creation of risks.

d) Uncertainty and risk

Society has always faced hazards yet while in the
past natural phenomena were its main cause, nowadays
technology, development and application, is considered
as a major generator of new and unexpected hazards.

The problem of risk, defined as the probability of
hazards or events which hold adverse consequences, has
been largely ignored by economists, indeed a serious
shortcoming in their role as advisors to the decision
makers. Technological risks are increasing in
importance, specially in the long-term, due to the
persistence, and sometimes irreversibility of effects on
biochemical cycles, on biological diversity, trophic
chains and the corresponding cumulative and synergetic
consequences.

Technology hazards range from the increasing and
very highly probable occurrence of relatively trivial
casualties (like car accidents) to the relatively small
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chance of large scale or catastrophic events like the
recent Bhopal disaster. These risks are today qualified
as environmental risks and are defined as the
probability value of an undesirable occurrence or the
threat potentially posed to man or nature by events
originated on. or transmitted, by the natural and built
environment.

The increasing interdependence between
socio-economic systems, at national and international
levels magnify uncertainty and risk. Some scholars and
decision makers argue that the non intentionality and
inevitability of technological risk should be accepted
as a cost of progress. However, there is a
contradiction in accepting the power of technology to
overcome whatever challenge society encounters and to
argue that there is no such capacity to deal with the
control of its expected and unexpected effects. Today
the causes and characteristics of technological effects,
like acid rain or mercury contamination are relatively
well known and so there are technological methods to
cope with them. Nevertheless, the prevailing criteria
in decision making, based on the short term maximization
of benefits, prevents their explicit consideration.

2.2. Social use of science and technoloqv for the
exploitation of nature

Historically, social intervention on nature is
progressive, from a purely passive phase of occupation
of space and collection of resources, to a more complex
phase of manipulation of elements and inputs into the
natural system and of its processes in order to obtain
optimal yields.

The increasing anthropogenic intervention through
science and technology, can be of three types: the first
attempts to harvest or extract from the natural system
the fruits of the biological productivity or those
elements formed by geo-chemical phenomena along
centuries. It includes from the most simple technology.
like gathering and hunting, to the harvesting of the
natural system, through the application of modern
scientifically based technology, in increasingly
artificialized systems.

The second type includes those technologies that
originate discharge of elements alien or not to the
environment in order to stimulate bio-chemical processes
(e.g. fertilizers), to eliminate some of its components
(pesticides), or to benefit from the natural
bio-degrading and assimilation capacity (waste and
residuals).

The third one refers to actions based on the
combination of the two already mentioned types of

W0104g/PB/gq .5.6.85/pm
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technologies and on the understanding about the response
of the system to them. Society manipulates a scientific
and technologic sub-system, stimulated by the
possibility of economic benefit and based on the social
increasing ability to utilize, collect and handle
energy; to utilize, create and handle materials; to
influence, utilize and alter biological processes; to
handle, produce, manipulate and store knowledge and
information.

1

Greater ability to convert, utilize and handle
energy makes it possible to carry out a series of
productive activities, to manipulate information and
materials and so on. Yet, the greater manipulation of
energy has also negative impacts for more violent
alteration of ecosystems and society to the extent that
it is associated with macro-development projects that
modify ecosystems and local population (e.g. large damm,
diversion of land from food production towards alcohol,
etc.)

Increased ability to handle materials enables
society to enlarge the supply of sophisticated goods and
to increase the yields of productive activities:
petrochemical development has created a whole gamut of
new products; and fertilizers and pesticides permit the
increase of agricultural yields. However, they
represent also larger discharges of materials into the
natural environment, in the form of residues, wastes and
pollutants, which affect natural cycles and functions.

Biological manipulations make possible genetic
varieties, hence the increment o food production and
associated improvements in health and life expectancy.
but, at the same time, it reduces biological diversity,
hence increases ecological vulnerability and
uncertainty. A clear example is modern agriculture,
which is based on the combined use of genetic varieties.
pesticides, fertilizer, water supply and farm practices
(Figure I and Annex I.)

Increasing anthropogenic intervention leads to
progressive artificialization of nature, which, in order
to maintain the productivity and stability, requires
increasing technological subsidies to compensate for the
reduction of diversity, and the structural and dynamic
changes; hence there is a push towards further
artificialization.

2.3. Science and technology; economic growth and
development

Science and technology have been the powerful forces
behind the world development of the last 55 years, and
in particular of one of its dimensions: economic
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growth. Yet the most startling aspect of this
historical process is its assymetry reflected in the
growing inequality between the affluent minority of the
North and the sheer poverty and famine of the majority
in the South.

Technology as a major determinant of economic growth
has been studied by several economists. In general they
reduce the issue of technical change to a mechanical
quantitative relationship between inputs and outputs in
the productive process, ignoring social and
environmental effects that have no expression in the
market.

One theory that of centre periphery, assigns to
technological penetration a central role to explain
development and underdevelopment at the world level.
Accordingly, the centre is constituted by the group of
economies where technology is developed and diffused
first, while the periphery is formed by those countries
whose production appears lagging from the technological
point of view. Centre and periphery are the historical
result of the differential diffusion of technical
progress at the world level. In the centre, technology
innovation permeates the complete productive system,
while in the periphery, technology penetrates slowly and
only in those sectors linked with the export
activities. The result is the co-existence of "modern"
sectors and backwards areas, which obviously results in
different levels of productivity, income and
accumulation. However, the emphasis remains on
productivity, rather than on science and technology
potentialities as cause of change.

2.4. Science and technology in developed and
developing countries

A deeper analysis shows that science and technology
integration, though it is a global phenomenon, has
different aspects in the developed and developing
world. In the former they are increasingly integrated
and with growing linkages with the productive sector.
which orient and provide resources for R&D and, finally
"consume" the resulting innovation. The R&D integration
with the productive activity frequently reduces the time
lag between the research phase and the commercial
production of innovations, hence accelerates the
diffusion phase. Technology becomes a commercial good
in itself and therefore an object of specialization,
used by developed countries to retain their influence
over raw materials sources and production and, in
general, over the economic activities of the developing
world. This influence has been strengthened by the
concentration and monopolization of applied research and
technological development.
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In developing countries, on the contrary, the links
between the scientific and technological sectors are
very weak, while those between R&D activities arid the
productive system are almost non-existent.

Developing countries imitate the organization.
structure, purposes and methods of the R&D activities of
the developed world while their scientists and
technicians consider themselves as members of the world
community of scientists, with loyalties and
responsabilities to the international community rather
than to the home country. In this context, developing
countries have been prevented from establishing a
scientific and technological base linked with their
productive activity and accordingly to the constraints
and potentialities of their natural environment. Their
scientific institutions and machineries have become
isolated from a socio-economic and natural environment
and from the urgent needs and problems of their
populations, while the indigenous technological
structure is almost abandoned and in the process of
being eliminated by the penetration of "modern"
technology.

Developing countries have played the role of
consumers of imported technology with no participation
on their generation under the assumption that the
absorption of technology can move the socio-economic
system towards higher levels of development. The
consequences are the indiscriminate acquisition of alien
technology resulting in increasing dependency at heavy
social, economic and environmental costs. However,
there are other implications. The mere assimilation of
technology implies the acceptance of a linear conception
of development and suggests that the stages that have
characterized the development of industrialized
countries will have to be reproduced in developing
countries.

This approach ignores that developed and developing
countries are interdependent parts of the same planetary
system. so it misses the fact that the technology being
transferred has already played its fundamental
transformation role at the global level contributing to
shape the present international order. The same
technology when applied in developing countries cannot
reverse the situation created at the world level. It
can affect the productivity in the specific country, or
at most regional level, with the risk of reproducing at
a reduced scale the same type of global level
inequalities and serious environmental effects.

Historical circumstances never repeat themselves:
history moves in one direction and cannot be reversed.
The attempts to reproduce situations which prevailed at
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the centre inhibits the capacity of the periphery to
seek for their own alternatives, suited to their
specific socioeconomic and environmental characteristics
and meeting their development aims. The transfer of
technology along the lines of the last decades.
perpetuates and even aggravates existing inequalities.
It is important to have in mind that transfer of
technology is not necessarily negative but rather the
way it is carried out.

Furthermore developing countries because of its role
of "followers" receive technologies that are entering the
declining stage, those that are reaching the ceiling of
the
well known sigmoid curve of technological innovation and
diffusion, and are in a process of being replaced by new
emerging and more dynamic innovations (Annex 2).

2.5. Science and technology for the exploitation of
nature under the growth paradigm

By definition development implies increasing use of
the natural system. When development emphasizes the
acceleration and diversification of material
consumption, as it occurs under the growth paradigm.
their nature is under stress. Such a paradigm demands
ever larger amounts of material consumption, quick
discard and obsolescence. A life style and a
technological pattern are developed accordingly: the
former promotes consumption and obsolescence, the latter
provides the possibilities for them. So technology is
generated for the maximization of biological
productivity and the intensification of ecosystem
harvesting; besides, technology allows for the creation
of new goods to replace those already existing thus
favouring waste generation.

In order to guarantee that nature keeps its
capabilities to sustain social development, maximization
and harvesting of biological productivity should be done
in accordance with the potentialities and constraints of
each particular ecosystem, so that natural functions and
structure are not disrupted; the characteristics, volume
and rate of discard of elements should be controlled for
the same reasons.

Sustainable development is only possible if
ecological boundaries are not transgressed and natural
cybernetic mechanism preserved, even enhanced,
considerations too often ignored in technological
development.

The causal links between human action implemented
through technology and ecological modification are not

W0104g/PB/gq.5.6.8 5/pm



easy to perceive and assess. Besides economic
rationality has largely ignored the environmental
dimension.

Through science and technology the natural system
and/or some of its components acquire economic value and
are incorporated into the socio-economic system. This
process is done in accordance with the objectives and
the rationality of those who control science and
technology. When the objectives are the short term
maximization of monetary returns, technology is used in
a predatory way to ransack the environment. Examples
are abundant: the exploitation of the Chuquicamata
Copper mine in Chile by Anaconda Co. in the late sixties
under the fear of nationalization; the present
exploitation of Buganville copper mine in Papua New
Guinea, (in general mining activities undertaken by
tranenational corporations in developing countries; as
it is possible to establish by the comparison of cut-off
grade of similar activities in developed and developing
regions); fish catchment in international seas,
deforestation of tropical forests for cattle raising.

The explicit consideration of the environmental
profiles in technology generation has been extremely
rare. However it is possible to assert that an
environmental dimension is always embodied in technology
as a result of the empirical component that
characterizes technology development. When these
technologies are transferred to different environments
they can cause serious environmental disruptions which
finally jeopardizes the process of development of the
recipient countries. The most glaring example is
agriculture mechanization in tropical areas, using the
technology transferred from the temperate North, which
results in soil compactation, destruction of the humus
layer, deepening of the water table, erosion, loss of
fertile land, consequent desertification, reduction of
food production and migration.

2.6. On the appropriateness of technolociy

The last decades concern about technology
consequences originated, among other things, a
discussion on the appropriateness of technology.
Appropriate technology is the one consistent with long
term, sustainable development. Therefore it should
embody an environmental dimension, which has two
aspects: one is the minimization and even avoidance of
environmental adverse effects. The second is the
optimization of environmental potentialities for social
development. Recent years discussions have largely
emphasized the first one ignoring the latter, thus
leading to a situation where, for the sake of the
environment, the development of the Third World is
inhibited.
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Besides1 to concentrate only on harmful
technological effects and from a narrow perspective that
restrict environmental issues to waste and pollution
problems has prevented the generation of really
appropriate technology. Pollution and waste are only the
manifestation of an insufficient technological
development and of a development pattern that has
ignored the structure and dynamics of natural systems.

Today there is a vast array of technologies that are
labelled as environmentally sound. However, they are
ex-post development in order to compensate or to
stave-off the negative impact of those applied without
consideration of the environmental dimension.
Anti-pollution and some recycling techniques are
examples of them. Without denying their usefulness.
these compensatory techniques have serious limitations:
they imply additional socio-economic costs; they
normally consume energy and scarce natural resources; to
some extent they can cope with problems of pollutants
and wastes, and may be useful in recovering certain
materials, but they cannot compensate for "invisible",
not marketed damage already created by careless
technology; they are oriented to pollution and waste
problems of industrial and urban areas,, disregarding
rural areas and problems of developing coutries; they
extend life of careless technology, hence postponing the
generation of real appropriate technology (though they
prove to be an excellent business for transnational
corporations).

3. Prospects for the future

Looking ahead, the most controversial issue on
environment, science and, technology and development
refers to dual-purpose technologies, meaning those that
can be used for both, peaceful or hostile purposes. In
the early seventies E. Mann-Borghese noted that any
scientific discovery and technological development is a
dual purpose agent that can be used constructively or
destructively.

Dual-purpose technologies include those on the
"frontier": nuclear, biochemical, space, sub-marine.
environmental, laser and micro-electronics. A few
comments on some of them seem in order

Nuclear technology can be used for power generation,
medical purposes (diagnosis and treatment), agriculture
(plant growth and absorption), and industry
(materials). However, it has three major military
functions: to threaten and to deter war and to be used
in armed conflict.

Biochemical technology is useful for agricultural
purposes, to improve food and nutrition, health and
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sanitation, to prevent disease, for mining exploitation.
water purification, waste and polLution treatment.
synthetic and industrial products. Yet it can be used
for hostile purposes by spreading contagious diseases.
to contaminate or poison crops and foods, to destroy
natural environment, to asphyxiate and paralyse or to
produce sophisticated weapons: CBW agents like the
binary chemical weapons (e.g. nerve gas).

Space technology serves for remote sensing,
location, identification and monitoring of environmental
conditions,
pest and diseases, weather prediction, mapping, navigation
safety, communication and potentially for energy harvesting
and transmission. However 80% of all satellite launched
so far have military purposes of reconnaissance, troops
displacement or missile guidance.

Nowadays it is customary to refer to the
microelectronics revolution to designate a cluster of
technologies involving storage transfer and manipulation
of information; a revolution that under the perspective of
robotics is far from losing momentum. All human
activities are affected by this revolution that can be
channelled to the development of mankind or to hostility
and destruction. Besides microelectronics is contributing
to science and technology development, accelerating the
rhythm of scientific break through, innovation and
diffusion.

The analysis of existing and potential technologies
reveals that almost all of them have potential
environmental and social risks either because of the use
that can be made of them or because of their inherent
character.

Biochemical technologies can be extremely dangerous
for nature and society if not effectively controlled.
Seveso and Bhopal are the most dramatic examples. Hazards
of space technologies lie in the possibility of break-up
of nuclear powered space craft (the most recent, the
Soviet satellite that entered in the Indian Ocean) or its
impacts on the ozone layer due to rockets' exhaust.

On the eve of a new technological wave it is possible
to assert that science and technology offers enormous
possibilities and alternatives to overcome
underdevelopment. Yet science and technology can be used
for domination and destruction. Some of the frontier
technologies mentioned present no environmental hazards
while all of them can be used to enhance nature and foster
development. Science and technology have an international
dimension because the effects they generate on society and
nature.

W0104g/PB/gq .S.6. 85/pm
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4. ODeninqs for actions

The pervasive influence of science and technology is
nowadays a recognized fact even if the dynamics of cause
effect mechanisms and long term implications are still not
well understood. People feel that science and technology
are not any more the exclusive domain of scientists and
technicians, but the concern of the whole society. Thus
the need for social control, interpreted not as a
cohercive action but rather as a holistic policy that
embraces from the R&D phase up to the ultimate
socioeconomic and natural effects of their application.
It requires planning, management and control over a system
of dynamic interrelationships.

Development is an extremely complex, integral concept
embracing all aspects of social life. Decision makers
found enormous difficulties in the design of development
policies and even more in their implementation, which
finally rest on the application of traditional instruments
embodied in the neoclassical, keynesian and postkeynesian
economic theory. In this context nature was considered an
externality and technology as a deux-ex machina, or at
most a residual factor in the function of production.
There is no coherent body of knowledge, experiences.
instruments and practices that can be labelled as science
and technology policy. A similar situation exists
vie-a--vie the environment.

Obviously, there are always implicit science and
technology and environmental policies since society
applies science and technology and utilizes nature. So
traditional development policy and planning certainly
consider science and technology but not in an integrated
way. Science policy has been restricted to a budgetary
exercise for funds allocation to the scientific
community. Technology, for its part, has been treated at
the project level, focusing on spelling out the technical
requirements of individual projects. This leads to a
vague structure of technological requirements which does
not constitute a technological plan: it is nothing but the
sum of technological demands of each project.

Science and technology planning has to define
objectives, to design strategies, to adopt decisions, to
implement and to control them as well as their effects.
The definition of objectives in science and technology
policy and planning is a function of the societal
objectives of development. Science and technology policy
has to indicate purposes and to specify desired outcomes
that should be reflected in the normative planning.

At the strategic level of planning, the crucial areas
and alternative future itineraries for implementing
decisions must be explored and assessed. Finally, at the
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operative level a permanent assessment and evaluation is
necessary in order to keep the process in the desired
pathways and to control it.

During the last decades great effort has been deployed
in developing countries for the creation of science and
technology instruments: oriented to build up a scientific
and technological infrastructure like education, training,
allocation of human and financial resources, or to
regulate the flow of technology to productive activities.
specially to control imports or to promote certain
sectors, through incentives and desincentives like
subsidies and taxes, and finally the creation of science
and technology information systems. However these
instruments have been used in isolation without taking
into account the global context of development. They have
been implemented to respond to sectoral requests on an ad
hoc basis, a reflection of the absence of coherent science
and technology objectives policy and strategies.

There is no doubt that "foreign" technology will
remain an important source of progress for the Third
World. Thus the effort to. reach a "modus operandi" for a
fair transfer of technology must be pursued. However, it
is also clear that the mere transfer has its own limits.
In addition it should be considered that available
technology has developed in temperate zones. Developing
countries are mainly in tropical and sub-tropical, arid
and semi-arid zones. Technology for the utilization of
natural resources of the former are ill adapted to the
conditions of the latter. Moreover, for certain specific
resources, technologies are almost non existent as it is
the case for the exploitation of the tropical forests.

Existing instruments should be enhanced and integrated
into a coherent policy for science and technology, and
methods for technology and risk assessment and technology
forecasting used for decision making on foreseeable
science and technology developments.

The promotion of science and technology development,
associated with a solid scientific and technological
infrastructure will permit developing countries to modify
their role of 'consumers" of technology and allow them to
participate in the process of technology development at
earlier stages (see annex II).

Forecasting and assessment of technologies require a
strong scientific base, and trained personnel in science
and technology policy and management. Developing
countries should intensify the acquisition of scientific
and technological knowledge for the development of local
R&D and science and technology capabilities rather than to
limit themselves to the acquisition of ready made final
technological products. This approach is long term
oriented, but the final socio-economic benefits are more
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important and of a permanent character. A strong
scientific community, linked to the educational system and
the productive sector creates a stronger position for the
acquisition of technology based on adequate assessment of
their socio-economic and environmental implications.

The building of R&D and science and technology
capabilities also contributes to the upgrading of
traditional technologies, the adaptation rather than the
adoption of foreign technology and the merging of
traditional and modern technology in an imaginative
scientific and technological way (Annex II)

An additional favourable effect of a strong science
and technology capability is that it can contribute to
stop or at least to slow down brain drain.

Social inequality is the most appalling fact of
present world reality and co-operation an utter
euphemism. Co-operation means concerted efforts among
equals in their pursuance of an end and the sharing of
benefits. In a world of disparities there are no equals
and the benefits of science and technology are not shared
but reverted to those that control them, which indeed push
towards greater inequality. Science and technology ha.s a
strategic role for the control of natural resources,
markets and for military security, so it is not strange
that tranenational corporations (TNC) and developed
countries are extremely reluctant to share them.

Such an increasing monopolization is the greater risk
for sustainable development at the world level.

Several proposal have been made in recent years on
international "co-operation" for science and technology
unfortunately they did not make any progress, and
financial resources have not been available. Probably the
role of the UNCSTD should be reinforced on certain areas.
like the creation of the proposed advanced technologies
alert system.

Scientific knowledge is the most important of the
global commons and developing countries with abundant
young people can easily absorb it provided that the means
for it are created and not obstructed.

Sustainable development is only possible on the basis
of a large scientific. community committed to the needs of
the majorities. This implies demistifying science and
abandoning its present elitism. Those who labor in
science and technology should be given a social
responsibility in policy and development planning.
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(Pae22)
The increazin anthropogenic intervention on the natural environment

is reinforced because modern practice and. technolor combine different
types of activities pertainin to the two groups mentioned. Thus the
modern use of the natural system is done by the combination of activities
that: attempt a. more intensive use of the biological productivity and
biogeochemical functior. of the ecosystem, increase and. accelerate the
extraction of resources and add increasinc and more diversified elements
to the natural system.

The combinated effort implies the magnification of the synergetic
phenomena, hence augmenting effects or the natural system.

The most clear example is the modern agriculture technolor and
even more specific the technolo' of the "green revolution" based on the
use of genetic varieties of hi productivity like hybrid corn, dwarf
'theat and the different new rice varieties. These new genetic varieties
are characterized by their lower sensibility to the photo period
which allows to till in larger latitudes and over a longer period. These
varieties are very sensible and show a very positive reaction to chemical
fertilizers and water supply. Actually their success is largely
dependent or. the adecuate supply of fertilizer and proper water management.
The results of the application of this technolor are on one side the
drastic increase in agricultural productior., or. the other a reduction
of biological diversity and larger discharge on the natural system of
increasing quantities of fertilizer.

The importance of the ma,jor production should not be neglected: in

:.:exicc whcat production triples in 25 years while in India it increased
from 11 to 27 million tons ii'. only seven years and Philippines reached
self sufficiency in rice production.

Ho.:ever it should also be considered that the "green revolution"
wa a;lied in t:.e best aricultural land.

T. fact that major cereal crops are concentrated in few genetic
varieties implies that diversity is reduced tc a great extent which results
in increasing lnerability to the clitic or other hazas like pests
and diseases. To reduce the ris: of these hazais, the technolo
cor.siders a great cons-imtion of pesticides which means that ir. addition
to feilizers, other and very frequently not organic elements are
d.ischared at increasing rate on the natural system.

Thus the new techflolo? is increasin the extraction of resources
through intensive utilization of the biological productivity of the
ecosytem, is reducing .iversjtyand discharging alien, elements that finally
are altering the normal biogeochemical cycles: the release of large
cuantities of nitroCen disturbs the nitrification - der.itrification
cycle, cause eut roph. cat ion, nitrite contaminat ion and methaemoglob ii e ia

1 r'ih:t to the d.eletior. of the ozone layer.
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All toGether, the elements of modern agriculture create a net of
socio-economic and natural effects, that are reinforced because of
Bynergism and. feedback loops that az. not pos!ible to be tackled in
isolation or on a purely sectoral basis. We are dealing with phenomena
of systemic character. Social action does not create innediate single
effects but rather u.ltiple effects of primary, secondary or tertiary
character appearing in different space and time span.

Let us take a an example:the objective of increasing food.
production throui the use of fertilizer. Inoreasin food. production
will require ever larger amounts of fertilizer, since the area under
cultivation is limited. or will increase only slightly. The most iimnediate
result will be an increase in food production, achieved in a relatively
short time. However, nitroGen fertilizer will also affect water systems,
soils, the atmosphere arid, finally human health, and in the long term can
reduce food production. It has been said that the large scale use of
synthetic nitrogen contributes to the reduction of soil organic matter, and.
therefore scil quality deteriorates as well. This will demand. increasing
artificializatior. of agriculture, which in t will result in larger ener
recuirements and. increas inc costs.

A second. effect relates to the ecological consequences of nitrogenous
terrestrial fixation and its impact in the nitrogen cycle. SCOPE has
estimated that at present rates of use of nitrogenous fertilizers, nitrogenous
fixation will be equal to natural fixation by 1983, against only 26 per cent
of natural terrestrial fixatior. in 1976. The conseqiences of this are still
largely unknown.

A third zcrie of effects is related to pollution. It is well known
that even in the most efficient agricultural system, that of the United. State!
of Aericc., crc-s absorb or.ly about 5C per cent of the nitrogen and 35 per
cent of thc tassi from fertilizers, and these percentaes are ch lower
ir. certain crcs in d.evelo:jn.- cotries: r.itro-en absotion in wheat and.
rice crops ii-. India fluctuates between 34 an per cent and. 19 and 35
per cent resectively. T.ically, 3C to 6C per cent of nitrogen applied.
is directly &osorbed into the tissue of the crop, and between 20 to 40 per
cent is lost from the ecosystem with water or in caseous form to the atmoshere.
Not only is a ;asteful and inefficient use of nitrogen; the fraction lost
also causes disturbance of the natural syste. and constitute a source of polluticn
It has been recrted that the crepe harvested in the United Statce of America
in 17 reve onl 7.6 llio to's, or o'-1 per ce't of tk'e 21.1 rillion
tons of nitrcen intentionally retued to thc scil. Thus the potential for
iproveent of ti.e efficiency of crcr use of nitrogen is great. /

'I:c additional aeectz have already bee:-. mentioned: eutrophication and.
nitrate contanation of drir:inZ water. The first refers to increasing
biotic activity, hich in tu affects the availability of water, the
probler of transport and the availability of fish protein. The second results
in toxic effects l:e methomolobinemia, a health hazard. with lethal consequencee
in children under one year of age.
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Source: P. Bifani, ye'." Tech1ojs and The
Lagos Plan of Action.
October 19L

2. SCTIC A!D TECiCTOLOGICi TRDS

The stor of techno10 shows that it is ver unusual that technolojca1
ftnovat ion gain immediate universal acceptance and. -that it is even more rare
th.t invent ion became an. imrned.iate innovation. The search for a COrZmIOA pattern
that can explain how invention became innovation has not arrived, at any claar
co:iclusion, moreover, frequently, inventions and innovations result from
dissimilar activities undertaken in different sectors and, by different inztitwtior
or individuals.

The tire lag between invention and. innovation
which vaxj from case to case. certain cases the
-the invention to the innovation has been as long as
of photography (6) while in others has been of only
case of only one year for streptomicine.

d.eper4s on many factors
time that elapses fro
lii years, as in the case
few years ;ith the eztreme

Since Schumpeter, several authors noted, that innovation occurs on
waves and that the average d.is-tance between waves is of about 55 years measured.
at cent re points of each innovation wave (7). The waves of innovation have been.
correlated to the Kond.ratiev cycles by Mensch and. Graham and. Senge though
under different perspectives (8).

The dynamics of the process by which an innovation develops until
it reaches a dominant position is graphically deccribed. by a sioid. curve
which depict four phases. During the fir' phase -the inertia of past
technologic.l structure, the lack of necessary complementarities, the absence
of informa-tin, the fear of risk and. other factors result in a slow rate of
adoption. Thring -the second phase existing constraints are overcoed,
complementaries are created and. the necessary information is available. The
te of diffusion accelerates until reaching a ceiling, where the oh rates

decline and, it can. even be zero. This is the phase of maturity after which
the technology is facing a process of substitution by new technologies and.
thorefore is loosing position in the market. (See Graphic i).

Curn2lat ive

Adoption
in per cent

GRAPHIC 1 - TTCLCGY L' CYCLE

Time (years)
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This hiorical situation can be examined, in terms of developing
countries role in the technolor life cycle as depicted in Graphic 1.

At present developing countries do not participate in the first
phase, nor in the rorth and. diffusion phase. Nhen the technological
innovation is near to reach maturity, having already conu.ered. a dominant
position in developed. market economies, then it is also readily available
and easy to transfer to developing countries which at that moment become
consumers of the technology.

As technology reach maturity, its innovative drnamics decrease, as
well as its capacity to generate strictu.ral changes. There are no substantial
innovation but rather ttiinproving innovation't or "pseudo innovations", (like
product differentiation oriented, to protect the market). At this ste
when prices tend. to decrease and. price e:Lasticity tends to increase, the
process of its substitution by a new technological innovation gains
momentum. To maintain the position on the market becomes a critical aspect
since these technologies face declining rate of benefit in spite of the
fact that the RD costs are totally amortized. At this stage the technology
is exported. to developing countries which with the lower price of technology
become a new important market but mainly because it is possible to
benefit from the abundant low wa.e labour ar.d. therefore to compensate
for the decreasing rate of benefits.

In addition this transfer liberates in developed economies human
and. financial resources needed for the development of the new technologies (10).

Developing countries are therefore receiving those tchnologies
which have already produced change at the global level but whose capacity
for s-trctural transformation is almost e:'hauzted. Actually, the process
of change is being produced now by those new technologies that are acquiring
a dominant positicn.

Looking again at Graphic 1, the abcve dn.amics mean that developing
countries are aciring technology "A" when its diffusion is reaching the
ceiling or maturing at that level. These technologies represent those that
keep the inertia of the system and. therefore are favourable to the statu-çuo
while being displaced by technology "B", which is the one having a damic
character and capacity for socio-economic and strtc'tural transformations.

This process of assimilation of technology by d.eveloping countries
also implies the acce,tance of the idea of a linear conception of development
lirL:ed. sith the idea of stages of industrialization that have characterized
developed economies and. are supposed to be reprcd.uced in developing countries.
This approach does not take into account the fact that even if the tethnolor
being transferred has played a fundamental role at a given historical
period in developed. countries, the same technolo cannot repeat its role
in the peripheral economies. Historical circumstances differ and moments
never repeat themselves: histoI7 moves in only one direction. The attempt
to reproduce situations whi'ch prevailed at the centre iiibits the capacity
of the perither-; to seek for their own a:Lterr.atives, suited to their specific
socic-economic and environmental characteristics and meeting their development
purposes.
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The fc,.ecasting and, assessment of emerging technologies require
a strong scientific base, and. trained personnel in science and. technology
policy and. management. (ii)

The consequences of this approach are that developing cou.ntries should.
consider the alternative of investing in acquiring scientific and, technological.
nowled.e for the development of local RD and, science and. technology

capability rather than to limit themselves to the acquisition of ready made
final technological products. The advantages are that acquisition of
accumulated scientific knozledge is still relatively free and. less expensive
than technology products. This approach is long term oriented tho
that the final socio-economic benefits are more important and. of pertnanen.t
character. In addition. a more strong scientific community, linked. 'to
the productive sector, creates a stronger position in. the acquisition
of foreign technolor hence permits to overcome the present situation
characterized by the existence of experts trained on partial commercial 'I

and. sectoral aspects of the acquisition of technological packages, black-boxes,
but with no knowledge of their socio-ecor.omic and. environmental implications
neither of the functioning of comprehensive scientific and. technological
systems.

The building of such RD and. science and technology capability' would.
also contribute to the upgrading of traditional technologies, the adaptation -
rather than the adoption - of foreign technology and. the merging of
traditional and. modern technology in an imaginative scientific and. technological
pattern.

Such science and technology base will benefit from the existence of
accumulated knowledge at world. level and., at the same time, will initiate
a process of endogenous accumulation of scientific and. technological.
knowledge which will receive the benefits of the more universal knowledge
existing in developed, countries, enriched. by the specificity that arises
from the confrontation of the above mentioned. universal knowledge :i'th
the local characteristics and, experiences for autonomous R'D and science
nd technology.

It is this endogenous accumulation and applications of knowledge
the one that finally will constitute the base for a self-reliant process
of developient, for the simple reason that RD development is creating and.
producing while transfer of technology is just technological consumption.

3. THE d TEC:r0L0GS

In a study done in 1980, V2rchetti indicated that the new staing point
of the ne:ct innovation wave will be 1984 and. that 30 per cent of the
inventions that will go in this wave were already made in 1930. (7)

If the eighties represent the begiuing of a new wave of technological
innovation, it seems important to identify the areas and the main characteristics
of these net.r technologies. In doing so, it is necessary to differentiate
between funental innovation or generic tecnolo which have potential
for str.ctura1 cia:is, and. the evoluticiary mnnovaticn, or using Icnsch
exDression, "seudc-innavations", which ar indeed only imorovoments or
incremental changes of existin, and. dominant technoloies.



Africa has also a disadvantage position in relation to the rest of
d.evelopin world, since it represents only 5.3 per cent of the total
systems installed. and. 4.8 per cent of their value (see table 2).

TABLE

Twnber and. Value of Conrnuterized Systems by Regior.s

Source: . D1aierrc J.B. Zi:marmarn: Le Tiers Mor4 et l'frnormaticio.incrie Ltine o. 13 Cetral Jan - rs 1983, Paris

. .1.

Country
or

Region

Number
of

Systems
Installed.

Percentage
of

1orld.

Total

Value
(millions
US 3)

Percentage
of

Iorld. Total

Med.ium

Value
(millions
US )

US. 56515 34.3 58.165 42.6 1.029

Earope 45976 27.9; 33.676 23.3, 841

Japan 23311 14.7 15.365 11.2 643

Asia-
0ceani 2675 1.6 1.742 i.1 651

Lat in
America 5453 3.3 3,108 2.31 570

A.frica 505 0.3 275 0.2; 547

South
Africa 1129 0.7 594 0.7 792

.Iidd.le
'ast 765 0.5 596 0.41 779

USSR and.

Countries 21616 13.1, 11,864 8.7 550

Others 5945 3.5, 5975 4.4, 1005

Total
Jor1d. 164390 1CC.00 136.680 1C0.CO 829

Total
d.evelopin. 9398 57 5701 4.2 609



This sit .tion is explained by the fact that computerized systems were
ir.stallod. during the sixties mainly in cer.tralizod governments, creating a
heavy and. inflexible informatique system which. has not been able to adapt
itself to the accelerated development based on micro-computer and micro-
processor invented in the early seventies. In addition such a hi centralized
system is expensive in terms of maintenance, nothing to say about its
technological d.epencience, since 66 per cent of this system is t.t (12).

ouever, the possibility to use micro-electronics for development
purposes is today enormous and Africa has to implement tneasu.res for their use
in oHer to foster its development process and, as a means for the transfer,
accumu.la.t ion and use of knowledge. But the consumption of knowled.e needs
previous knowledge: it is useless and expensive to import science and,
technology if there is no knowledge that permit their use.

prom the point of view of the production of the information tecirnolor,
the role of developing' countries has been restricted to the process of
assemblage in few countries and thanks to the abundant cheap labour force.
This is why sometimes this activity has been considered convenient because
it creates sources of employment.

However, this industrial activity has not resulted in izproving labour
skills nor the scientific and technological basis of the developing countries
and does not appear, furthermore, having a good perspective for the future.
The development of micro-computers is favouring automation and robotics,
therefore, reduce the constrain-s associated with the deficit of ch2ap
labour in d.evelcped countries. Most probably deployment of assembly industry
in developing countries will be reduced in the near future due to robotic
and autoration. It is interesting to note that one of the most important
producer cf micro-electronics like Japan has not established, any assebly
activity in developing countries. Japan is one of the countries well advanced
in robotics.

Micro-electronics permeate today all aspects of socio-econornic activities
and constitute a powerful tool in all those activities that
reqiire information storage and processing, communication and control. The
large spectrum covered, by micro-electronics and. the fu.nd.amental role that they
can play in the acisition of storage, acclation and processing of
scientific knowledge make them one of the priorities' areas for Africa.

b. Biotechnoloiy

The second important mnnovat ion that will acquire momentum during the
eighties is biotechnology which in fact is covering several activities in
different sectors.

Strictly seakiig, biotechnology cannot be cor.siclored a moclerm
innovation since accordi,ng to different dofinitions, it refers to the use and
application of biological oanism, systems or processes for the production
and, provicion of goods and services. Therefore it covers from ancient activities
like fermentation and baking to the production of antibiotics ar. modern
genetic caniulatjon, 1hat is new is that the spectacular develop:ient of
molecular biology and. biochemiotr of recent years is orening a comolete
sectr.-n of new na-str:al, arcultural, iarmaceuticals, etc., applications
similar to the develoment oz elcc-trrniics in the last a.ecade.



BlOT '1ICLO'(: ACCOG TO DUSTRIAL SECTORS

Sector Activities

Chemicals: orgeziic('ulk)

Pharmaceu.t icals

Food. daiIr, fish and meat products
beverages (alcoholic, tea and coffee)
baker's yeast

- food. additives (antioxid.ants, colou.rs,
flavours, stabilizers)

novel food.s
shroom production

amino acids, vita.iins
starch products
glucose and. high. fructose syruos
functional modifications of proteins,

pect ins

toxin reroval

Agriculture

Service Industries

TABLE 4

ethanol, acetone, butanol
organic acids (citric, itaconic)

organic (fins) enzymes
perfume ne s
polymers (mainly polysaccharid.es)

inorganic metal beneficiation, bioaccumulation.
and leaching (Cu, U)

Source: CCD. Os.. Cit.

antibiotics
diagnostic agents (enzymes, antibodies)
enzyme inhibitors
steroids
vaccines

ethanol (gasohol)
methane (biogas)
biomass

animal feed.stuffs
veterinarj vaccines
ensilage and compost ing processes
microbial pesticides

izobium and. other Hfixing bacterial
inoculant s

rccrrhizal inocu.lants
plant cell and. tissue culture (vegetative
propagation, embryo production, genetic
improvemeiit)

water purification
effluent treatment
waste rnanement
oil recovery
analytical tools



b.1. Bio processes technolotsr

Bio processes are systems in. thich complete livin,g cells or their
components like enzymes are used in order to produce physical or chemical
transformations and. includes all processes like fermentation for alcoholic
beverage and fermented food (15). Among the dvazrtages of bio processes
is that they use renewal resources, biomass is the ra: material for
organical chemical manu.faoture which provides the carbon skeleton and.
the enerj required for synthesis. A second. advantage, clearly linked.
with the first one, is that the processes are relatively cheap because
they require less complex manu!acturing facilities than traditional ones
and, therefore, little capital investment and they use as inputs readily
available raw materials. The third advantage is that they are very
efficient, from the enerr point of view, due to its reduced. consuznptiort.
An additional advantage is that they have less hazardous operations and.
reduced. environmental negative impacts that the traditional productive
processes.

However, it shàuld. be considered. also that the application of
bio processes technologies should. fulfill several conditions or requirements.
Water iz the fundamental component in the process of their growth, hence
water must be considered. a single fundamertal component in bio-process
technolc,- thoui that is an element that can be recovered. In addition
micro-organism need. carbon both for the synthetic activity and, for enerr;
nitrogen in the form of amoniuin or nitrate salt, sulph'..r and. phosphorus are
nutrients needed by microbial growth and. therefore for biotechnological
process. Finally if the micro-organisms used undertake their conversion
in aerobical conditions a constant supply of oxygen is also required.

The products obtained from biotechnological processes are very
ilnerable to onta.rnination, that can destroy or inhibit the biocatalyst

(er.zye or cell) or the product itself. Therefore biotechnological
process requires pure cultures and. sterilized. materia.ls.

Carbon, after :ater, is the most important requirement for microbial
process, therefore, the selection of raw materials for the biotechnological
process has to consider the source of carbon as one, if not the most,
important factor.

The major sources for natural carbon are t.iose originated by
photosynthetic activity. Hence the existence of a constant supply of
biomass reresents an eremely imortant factor in the development and.
application of biotechnological process.

The primary photosynthetic roductivity of the earth has been
calculated at 155 x 10 metric tcmes of material per year on a day weight
basis, ol' rih 65, is produced. by land. based plants. Ihat is interesting
from the point of vie of develop:ng countries is that 21.9 per cent of
the net productivity is produced by tropical rain forests in spite of the
fact that they occupy only 3.3 per cent of the total area of the world, and.
that 6. per cent is produced from tropical graslarid.s which account for
only 2.9 per cent of total area of the earth. In addition the potentialities
of plankton of the oceans should be corAsidered.

-15-



TABLE 6
AFRICA: prod.uction of main agricultural crops by 2008

(iilions of tons)

Source: ECA § Africa's Devel'oent ix,. 1983-2CC8.
Ad.d.is Aba'oa, April 1983

The expected production of cereals, roots, tubers and pulses for
the year 20C3 is indicated in Table 6 zhile Ta'ole 7 SurnriZe3 the
projected demand (i).

The utilization by African countries of these crops as rar materials
for micrcbi:l prccecsez does not apocar feasible. L fact both EC. and
FO study thciico.te that a..;ricu.ltuzal crops for food, industrial feed. and
seed pu.rposec rii1 not be sufficient to satisfy the expected demand.

2008

1978-30 Historical trend Torrnative scenario

Cereals 58.4 144.2 190.4

Roots,
tubers and.

pulses 88.2 216.5 203.5



By- comparing the figures of table 6 and. 7 it appears that the
African Region must import between 38 arid 11 millions of tons of cereals;
while a surplus in roots, tubers and, pulses is expected..

Consid.ering the main cash crops that constitute the cornmod.ity
exports of African agricultural srstem, the situation is indicated in
table 8.

TABLE 8
AFRICA: selected. cash crops exports (thousand.s of tons)

Source: EC.eL, op. cit.

1980

2008

Historical trend. Jormative scenario

Coffee 957 2.324.9 2,834.1

Cocoa 837 1568.8 1961.0

Cciton 622 3098.7 4223.1

Tc'acco ...148 245.2 458.7

Tea 177 483.3 168.0
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Different uses of biotechnologies can be considered. for food.
process and. products. The application of biotechnologios can result in
different kinds of products like special chemicals (amino acids and
vitamins) or the production of enzymes and. proteins or finally for the
uprad.ing of simple technologies for food. preservation and nutritional
value improvement.

Food preserva.tion can be obtained. by very simple traditional processes
like saltinC, sun or smoke drying or acid. fermentation which are processes
traditionally applied in many developing cou.ntries. .Tocierr2. scientific

hnowledge should be applied for the improvement and. upgrading of these
technologies.

One of the iioet recent biotechnolc development in the field of
food. and animal feed. refers to single-cell-protein (sc) production.
The process is based on. the inc].ustria.]. use of cells or proteins extract
of micro organism of yeasts, bacteria, fungi, algae which grow in large
iantities and are very rich in carbohydrates, fats, vitamins, nucleic

acids and. minerals. Therefore they represent very inpoant sources of
amino acids, proteins and vitamins, that can be used as food. supplement,
both for animals and. humans.

At present the SC? has not yet developed in a dominant position in
the market because of its relativey high cost in relation to other
protein so'ces like so bean or fish meal. However, the application of
biotechnolor, the improvements of micrc-oranism strains by the use of
DTA technices, and. automated. continued process could. improve the
efficiency of production and will reduce costs.

The possibility of SC? production in. Africa appears with. positive
and. negative aspectz. There is no problem with yen.st, the ra:r.rnaterials
lll:e molasses are relatively abunnt in developing countries and, the
techr.o10 is simple and. cheap.

Bacteria has the advantae of rapid generation and. higher content
of proteins, but it is rncre costly for harvesting. Fungi is a product
that use very abundant raw materials in developing countries like cane
and beat molasses, maize-:et milling waste, maize and. pea canning wastes
ar4 coffee process i.g wastes. The constraints in. fungi production are
its relatively lo: groth and. the risk of mycotoxins.

Finally algae appears as one
source for SCP because it is cheap
sun1i.ht as enerr source, utili:e
ponds and. zome species are eacy to

of the most interesting and promising
from the en.err point of view since it '.se

carbon-dioxide, grows cp.ickly in open
harvet.
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TABLE 9

AFRICA: land-population ratios and. changes in area
and. intensifica-tion (scenario A: 37 countries)

Source: FAQ; Agriculture fro.i the perspective of population grorth

CEREALS YJDS (To:rN/Ha)

P Potential I in A CR0PPG
o arable N R fl'ITESITY

P land. C A Wheat Padr Course
U per caput R B

grains
L E L
A A E

T S

I

o A
N

D
MflL I0. 1975/

2000

1975 1975 2000 1975 2000 1975 2000 1975 2000 1975 2C00

320 2.11 1.01 29 52 64 0.81 1.52 1.41 2.19 0.79 1.25



The advatantages of BGAs are that they can operate in a great variety
of climatic cond.itions with temperature ranging from 00 to 600 C and. even
in desert regions where they use moisture of the nights during the early
mornings provided. that there is enough phosphorus.

The direct economic benefits are very clear both in the Indian and.
E'ptian cases. In the Indian case, a cost-benefit ratio of 1:33,3 has
been reported while in the Erptian case the cost-benefit ratio is much
higher: 1:48.3.

To sum up the use of BGA inrice fields contribute to save
commercial chemical fertilizer; it also results in the paddy yield iicrease;
improve the conditions of the soil by gradual increase of the organic
matter contert of the soil, and. finally reduce environmental contamination.
that usually results from leaching of nitrogen into ground. water.

The azolla-anabaena. association use enerr from photosynthesis to
fix atmospheric nitrogen with the capacity to fix 100 to 150 kg of nitrogen.
per hectare per year in approximately 40 - 60 tons of biouiass and. azolla
vegetation, can. double every 5 days under favourable conditions which
give an idea of its potentiality as biomass material.

The azolla-anabaena association is very efficient in rice culture and.
in general to agricultural soils 'that can be flooded.. It has been confirmed.
that one crop of azolla give an increase in rice yield. ecu.ivalent to that
obtained. by the application, of 30 kg N2 per hectare of urea (7).

The fact that azolla in dry weight basis contains 238 per cent protein,
4.4 per cent fat, 6.4 per cent starch and 9.5 per cent fibre, makes it
an important potential source of a.n.imal feed. A.zolla can be used. as forage
crop for duck and pig feed, and in the preparation of green manure.

Also the azolla-anabaena association can be used. in removing nutrients
from sewage treatment lagoons and. more recently it has been also demonstrated
that azolla has 'the capacity to recover heavy metals from waste water.
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:5 EPIPIfL FACTS CN T1 EVIR0M1T D0P!T
Developed contrie! .re focucing mostly on interdependent environmental phenomona

like those of the global COnVnOns illustrated by the issues of CO2 and climatic
chne, the ozor.e layer or pro't;ic of acid rain and movements of ha:ardou wastec,
being the two lattcr interdependent problems nainly between industrialized countries
end. spatially local.zcd..

Intcrdcpor.d.ent issues like CO2, change of climate and the ozone layer, are also
relevant to develoin ccuntrje. l2owever the most urgent ones are the rapid

fctiiion, soil gaKation, loss of agricultural land. and the destruction of
hioloioal d,versity.

All these problems are determined by a specific pattern of development and
reflect the unequa). nit'.t ion and clependant character of the phenomena. Thus one
of the ciscc of depletion of ooue layer i the production azd consunption of
cloroiluocarocns ust.d in aerosol cans, foam production, solvents and. refrigerants.
Their prodc.tion and consumption is done in mc.re than 90 per cent in developed
countr3-c:.

Concernin CO2, the developed countries are responsible for more than 75 of
isionz by fossil fuel ccmution, while developing countries impact on this

pencm:ra i caue minly by deforestation and soil loss.

Deveiopcd countries concentrate from 60 to 90 per cent of' world production,
trade and consumption cf chemicals and accuimilate almost 90 per cent of world's
haza.rd.ou :ates.

The above problcmc arise mainly from the life-style and. consumption pattern of
devcicpc. countries. They are consequences of accelerated economic grorth and levels
of accumulation d dcvclorient which peiiit to satisfy in excess basic and social
neca.o created by th a'fluent society. Thus they reached. a level in which the main
problem is how to maifltain a ality of life.

In devclo:in& courtrieo environmental interdependent problems are basically how
tc use the natural to overcoc to provide food to 500
ri.lior c L.aCrCL21Crra polr a.a i'- vcral to reac th atasfactio" of bsac
nd:. Lt t.e e time to cvorco uner-develcpent is sine ctia non for solvir
n.'irenental problmc c.u.ced. by ctreec poverty.

To deal with the exwiroent-dvelopnt irterdependence in developing countries
is a cc lcx and corf)ctn task inde. It implies to deal '.;ith the drarr.atic

toi: of today '.athout jcopadizin- ou:taiza:le lor tcr dcvelopmsnt. It
tc LeJ 'v a aeo' s ua-ic- - oci-."- vc lanetar

utl:zatici. of to naTural syster 'ccorar. tc the rcourcncr.ts cf the dominant .'orld
to pod'ce 'v; i: deaned by prvilccd life style in the

We arc' :1tczs1n(r r P2'2SjV: dceroraton of the natural system associated
it :criainary on :ary u for the b2ncfit of the minority.



crnin.rie in the short term because of floodr, landslides, loss of hydra-.
electric facilities or loss of a.ricu].tural land, and in the lonC term because
it ir reducing the natural base of a suetainable development.

Dcvelot'cd countrier are concerned about deforestation of tropical areas because
ite o1'ects or. regional and global climatic change. The process is altering the

),yd.lcicz1 balance throuh the zater vapour transported within the atmospherc.
Tropical rcions repreeentin 40 percent of total earth surface contribute 58 per

cent of water vapoui into lobl water cycle j. It is only in the Axnazonian
area whcrc 20 per ccnt of world fresh water resources is found aM less 50 per
cent of Axnazon.an precipation drains throwh its river3 systems f. It is
irnpertt dsc to note that tropical forests covering 4 per cent of surface of the
earth account for j..t least 25 per cent of the global terrestial carbon fixtion j

Tropical. deforestation is nlc causing loss of species, a problem that hs
characterized modern agriculture. Modern agriculture implies the progressive
artificialization of the natural system by concentration in few crop varieties
of high productivity and the prnctice to subsidize the natural system throu
increasinc fertilization, irriction, etc. The practice is supported by the
incrcathg use of pccticidcs. The reduction of biological diversity has boen
a characteristic of :inc, however it has been accentuated during the last
century. The U.S. National Ac.adeny of Science reported that of 200,000 species
of plrrts known, ol: 100 have bcn domestcatcd and only 30 of then contribu.t.cd.
th 35 per cent of :eight of food and 95 per cent. of calories and protein

conswed. by n. Alno cy 8 opecies (wheat, rice, barley, ize, o&ts, sor1um,
millet. and rye) co!Ttrihu-teci to 75 per cent 0f the total protein consumed

Homogenization rc.uce bioloical diversity thrcu& the rduction of ecoloicc1
diversity (elirniriatior. of specico) and. also by reduction of genetic diversity
coñccntrat ion in fc: genetic varieties) for example only 4 varieties of wheat
;roduc 75 per cent total Cana.1ian crops and more than half of Canadian prairies
are ccr.ccrtrated c single var.ety (the neepawa, paradoxically originated from
ecr pia supplicc b one develcping cointr: Kenya in the late 1950z). irila
cases ca be mentioned in relation to other products.

The restriction of biological. diversity in developed world is done in order to
increase prodictivity and su;portcd by zcicntic and tecological capabilities.

Tho stch 'tc trociuctive strinc, and. hoogenizaticn of crop. i developing
countries in also rr.ivacd by the need to increase productivity. However, in
ihi case frecucntly the decision is ten in relation to the reirements of
the international rke with little or scarce ooncideration of the reire.ients
of the local population the tharacteritics of local ecosysteic. Soet:ncs
the result is the dcradatior. of soil cr thc need tc :uply them With increain
anunt of feilizers, ::.ic in not al:ays Dossible du to the difficult
cconoic i1'atiorz cf dcvolo;in co' ne: and incrcasir.; price of fertiii:cr:.
Thus grod: iuct 'on r. rc'l an Caia shows a long decl.ning tendency,
due to the exhaustion cf soil: and. inadeate fertilizing.

In Thailand, as the soil dedicated. to cssava iioovenith, the production of
cassava in expandc'd at the expense of forest. About 500,000 hecares of trec
erc burned annually in the lato sevent.ez to clear land for cassava cultivation.

he case is even .ore ricu since the intcticnai market for groun&ut and
cassava pellet (mainly EEC cour.tries) is declinin; and cha:acterizcd by incrca.in

proteotionisr. So tlu. and the Thailand government have agreed or. a six year
"vouxitary" roduction of cassava. exports. This is a dramatic example of how the
usc, homogenization of ecosystem has not provided the expected economic .ins

al, on tze contrc'.rj, has deteriorated the natural base for development.



Co-operation nc3.ns joint efforts not motivated by selfish individuals aims
but for mutual bencfits, implies a dynamic social process oriented to achieve
mutual benefits. Thus it canflot be restricted to "aid" or "assistance" ac It is
too frequently done and cannot be as it is at present post-fact and remedial.
A and techricl acsistancc implies an unequal position of the partners, while
co-opretior i .onc amonc ecuzls. The recognition of this fact is extremely
irpertan.t in orer to oveome preser.t world, problems that are inteependent but
xsiltin, ir rniny cases, from a dependent situation.
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DYNAMIC INTERDEPENDENCE ARISING FROM THE APPLICATION OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY TO INCREASE FOOD PRODUCTION
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1. INTRODUCTION

The economy of industrialized countries is in a
process of drastic changes; it is in fact being re-built
even though the growth rates are relatively low and
interest rates high; the reason for it can be analyzed
as the conjunction of three basic factors:

- The world itself has become the current scale for
markets, distribution of products, as well as for
information: as a consequence power and dominance
relationships among nations and within nations are
now more direct, blunt and inescapable;
competition is exacerbated.

- The relative economic decline of the United
States1' over the last 30 years, as well as the
emergence, as major economic powers, of other
nations or group of nations (for example Japan and
South East Asia): as a consequence, the economic
competition is no more regulated by a dominant
country, and it incorporates now a clear
geo-political dimension: USA - Japan - Europe -
Latin America - India - China are struggling to
secure their political and cultural power for the
XXI century;

- The "technological revolution", characterized by
intensive streams of technological innovations, is
"opening the game", as if the cards were
redistributed among nations and within nations; we
actually witness the shift from the "technological
system" of the second industrial revolution; the
key-point is that a shift is a weak and fuzzy
moment of a system; the winners ir. one
configuration are not necessarily those of the
next, and this means formidable risks and
opportunities for nations: the world economic
system is in a state of flux; actually the
relative situation of nations is deeply and
rapidly changing: quick emergence of Japan and
some countries of South East Asia; relative
decline of the USA; rather sharp decline of Europe
(which still has great prospects if it can
overcome its internal difficulties); deep, and
often tragic difficulties of Africa: at least
uncertain prospects for Latin America and the Arab
world.

1/ The USA is still the most important economic power
of the world, but not in such a predominant way as
it was just after World War IL

W0105g/RB/gq.6.6. 85/20.
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To a certain extent, the technological revolution
and competition is the "emerged part of the iceberg" of
the XXIst century world shaping itself: there is much
more than just technology behind; it embodies and
represents three kinds of questions: economic
(industrial competitivity), military (military capacity
as linked to new technologies) and cultural (what
cultural identity can there be for those technologically
dependent?).

For the US and Europe, new technology is at the root
of the crisis since it means rebuilding the industry,
going through a painful transition process
(unemployment...), taking risks with the environment and
social organisation; but it is also a major opportunity
as the new technology can be a comparative advantage on
which to build the prosperity of the futurel/, and as
a source of future individual and collective progress;
new technologies are somehow the cause the way out
of the economic crisis. Concerning developing
countries, those new technologies are seen as major
potentials for overcoming the fundamental problems of
nutrition, health, housing..., and therefore opening
whole new and immense possibilities for exchanges
between developed and developing countries through
massive financial and technological transfers; building
thus a world-large keynesian dynamic process for world
development and not for financing the huge US trade
deficitV. One of the key-questions raised (a
question to be solved in the first place) is to
determine the conditions, in developed and developing
countries for the technological revolution to lead
towards human progress and not to further alienation by
dominant world economic and military forces, nor to
foster ultimate forms of environmental degradation.
This is the question which this paper attempts to
address.

)./ Hence the famous sentence; "We have no oil but we
have ideas"

./ The actual functioning of the international
financial system can be interpreted as a mechanism
through which capital from all over the world is
attracted to the USA which needs it to finance its
deficit.

WOlOSg/RB/gq.6.6.85/2o.



2. THE PRESENT SETTING

2.1. Technological point of view

2.1.1. Characteristics of tile technological
revolution

The current technological revolution reshaping
industry is based on several specific factors, which are
its necessary conditions and characteristics:

- The relationship between certain fields of science
and technology are becoming tighter and more
complex: many technologies, in order to develop,
increasingly demand advances in scientific
disciplines; in fact, usually each technology is
related to a whole variety of disciplines and is.
therefore, science and multidisciplinary-based 1/;
on the other hand, advances in technology, in
turn, are often tile factor behind many of the
actual scientific discoveries a,'; thirdly, it is
recognized that a very good knowledge in a
scientific discipline, including research
experience, is the best training for the future
technology creators or adaptators. Hence tile fact
that, over the last years. even with the economic
crisis and budget cuts, basic research funding has
not decreased, except in the United Kingdom; there
even are sharp increases in some disciplines, with
agreement and often financial help from industry.

- Science and basic research have to interact with
applied research. Therefore, public basic
reiearch (universities and public research
institutions) as well as the quality of their
relationships with industrial R&D. are crucial
factors.

- Properly trained persons in the fields of science
and technology in adequate sectors and in adequate
numbers are required, both in public and
industrial research.

1/ This explains the actual science policy in Japan,
setting ambitious objectives, for basic research,
seen as a necessary component to secure a capacity
for creating technology in the future.

2/ For example, in physics, most of the actual
discoveries are made possible because of instruments
or equipments of very high technology (particular
accelerators .. ..), in fact, building those
instruments presents often challenges which help
make technology evolve.
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- R&D processes are extremely expensive and
financially risky; therefore they are
fundamentally undertaken by major multinational
industrial firms; (large firms must invest very
heavily in R&D and innovation).

- Nevertheless, many innovations are initiated in
small firms, particularly able to seize
opportunities, to identify potentials for
technological innovation; there must be small
innovative firms which open markets; sooner or
later, those small firms are then incorporated
into bigger ones.

- The market is international, which is the only way
to pay for R&D expenses; but those markets are
very competitive and it is crucial to be able to
count on a secure national market, to gain
commercial references and industrial experience on
the new products.

- The process and product shifts have to be made
quickly and early enough to be competitive and to
gain reasonable portions of the world market
share: the social and financial costs of such
shifts can be enormous and only the state, through
direct or indirectl/ subsidies can afford'them.

- The new technologies are often described along
four major lines: electronicsV, new materials,
new energy systems, biotechnologies. They have
great capabilities to combine with each other (see
annexes) and to spread in all kinds of activities,
thus quickening the pace of the industrial
revolution.

2.1.2. The role of governments in the
"technological push"

All firms, big or small are concerned with new
technologies.

a) Firms and specially multinationals are the
"operators" of the technological revolution,
whether they concentrate on "high technology" or
"traditional" activities: in the former, there
are products and process innovations; in the

1' Indirect subsidies: social and unemployment
allowances, but also big and well paid military
contracts for example.

j/ Including communication systems
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latter, mainly process. Technology is seen as
the fundamental asset of the firm and its
ultimate competitive capacity. In fact, more
and more, the strategy of the firm is rooted on
its technological strategy, which becomes really
crucial. Given the risky and expensive
innovation process, the creation of technology
will rest on major multinationals which will tend
to be more and more agressive on markets against
other firms and also to be more and more enclined
to co-operate with others for research on a
precompetitive basis, to share costs. Major
multinationals are the real operators of the
technological revolution.

b) The governments are fully devoted to the
"technological push": if the big firms are
operators, the governments provide the needed
context for the technological revolution. This
point is often overlooked since in the USA. as
well as in Japan, the prevailing ideology is that
of "free enterprise"; nevertheless everywhere,
governments are at the root of the technological
innovation, for which they have whole sets of
policies in order to try to give an advantage to
their firms. Governments have a decisive
"technological push" role, which consists in:

- developing basic research in the areas linked
with the technological revolution and helping
its interaction with firms;

- lowering the costs of R&D for firms through
fiscal incentives.

- financing directly and on massive scale,
industrial R&D through public contracts
either for national defense equipments or
through major "national programmes" (such as
space, civil nuclear energy, civil
aviation)1/. Those programmes are at the
root of many technological innovations and
pay for the technological base of the firm.

- giving priority to national production of
high technology products for governmental
purchase; but also helping by restricting the
national market to national production.
through standards, agreement procedures which
really are non tariff barriersV.

1/ About 30% of the expenses of R&D executed in
industry come directly from governmental aid or
contracts, in the UK, the USA and France, for
example.

2/ Particularly in Japan.
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- helping for exports of high technology
products through governmental financial help
and garantees; through direct political
negotiation or pressure on governments which
are seen as clients of the firms.

C) The system of international competition -
cooperation among firms and among governments:
It is essential to see that behind the
competition of the firms, there is indeed a
competition of governments trying to provide an
efficient basis for technological innovation of
their firms; exactly, as firms co-operate more
and more on basic and precomptetitive research,
governments co-operate to keep basic research
open internationally, in order to secure its
global efficiency and quality.

Finally, to the old East-West military
competition, one should add the leading economic
nations' technological competition which appears
behind the major multinationals' competition.
This technological competition is certainly no
less acute than the other, since its consequences
are also geopolitical and cultural in nature,
even though, like in all competitions, there are
specific points of co-operation.

One can even formulate the hypothesis that the
SDI 1/ launched by President Reagan is as much
a response to the "5th generation computer"
national programme launched by Japan or to the
ESPRIT programme in microelectronics set up by
Europe, than to the military programme of the
USSR; this is how one can understand President
Mitterrand's refusal to join that programme at
the Bonn summit and his proposal instead that
Europeans build their own high-tech programme
(the "EUREKA" programme) to avoid (further)
European firms being mere subcontractors of the
US firms for the shaping of the XXist century
technology.

1/ Strategic Defense Initiative ("Star Wars") through
which, in the coming years. billions of dollars of
contracts for high technology R&D will be provided
to firms.
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2.1.3. The actual features of technoloqical
innovation

Industrial R&D. shaping technological innovation is
overwhelmingly the fact of the major multinationals
(about 350) based in the developed countries; the OECD
countries and their related firms account for about 90%
of industrial research and development in the worldll,
of patents established, of exports of equipment goods.
of export of high technology products and of
scientists. There is a concentration on a small number
of firms, on a small number of sectors (electronics,
aviation, computers, energy, pharmacy, chemistry.
telecommunications, machine tools, instruments).
Taking the world, the USA accounts for roughly 40% of
the technological innovation capacity. Japan for 20%.
RFA for 10%, UK and France for 6 to 8% each; all others
are well below 5%. Those 5 countries are those having
the higher RD/GNP ratio: 2% (UK), 2.2% (France). 2.7%
(RFA, USA and Japan): Japan has set up a goal of 3%
expenditure of GNP on R&D by 1990. All other large
developed countries spend below 1%. Within developing
countries, too, the contrast is obvious: roughly 80% of
their technological innovation capacity is centered on
Brazil. Mexico, India, Argentina and South Corea. This
is to say that the other 110 or so developing countries
share about 2% of world industrial technological
innovation potential: they just do not count. This
concentration shows that major multinational firms
control technological innovation; furthermore they
control its international diffusion and exploitation,
essentially by the means of internal transfers
(international transfers within plants or companies
belonging to the same multinational firm); those
features come as a logical consequence of the dynamic
characteristics of the technological revolution as
analyzed above.

2.2. Technoloqy and environment

2.2.1. The problems caused bY technoloqy reqardinq
the social and natural environment

a) In terms of "quality of life"

-. risks for employment. dequalification of work,
change in the regional location of activities.

- changes in working conditions; manipulation of
new very dangerous products, time spent in

1/ Excluding the East bloc countries, for which no such
statistics exist on industrial research.
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front of computer screens, many repetitive,
checking tasks.

b) In terms of social organisation

- risks that the utilization of very dangerous
products on a large scale (radioactive
material, modified micro-organisms through
bio-technology, chemical products) will impose
military-like work organization on alarge
scale.

- the "communication society" being obviously a
one-way communication, risks that a majority of
people may become "spectators" of life, not
actors, culturally and politically conditioned
and manipulated, passing from the state of
citizen to the one of consumer; this raises
questions for the long term functioning of
democratic societies.

- reciprocally, there are risks that society will
need in the future only a few very highly
qualified people, all the others being
unemployed of employed in "small jobs" with no
future; this is the scenario of a dual society,
probably leading to social explosions.

- risks of over-reaction against technology, of
rejection of it; very clearly, supply induces
demand in new products, and for the most part
the high-tech consumption process has become
artificial. This is not surprising since
technology is driven by a small number of
multinationals, often financed to do their R&D
at the occasion of military contracts. They
have then to find ways to make "civil" profits
by selling the resulting technology in the
"civil" market-place; only medical advances are
seen as out of questioning. There is the
feeling that technological innovation occurs
through private control of technology with high
private benefits, but also high social costs;
global, long term, social risks are never
accounted for since the innovation dynamics is
in the hands of the "military-industrial"
complex. All those potentially negative
effects of new technologies on social
organization do also apply to developing
countries; of course the specific expression of
the related problems will somewhat differ.
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C) Risks for the natural environment and human health

- management of toxic wastes, including
radioactive wastes;

- industrial risks ("major technological risks")
(big plants, transport systems, etc);

- micro pollution of underground waters, by
agriculture, industry and landfills;

- effects on the ecosystems of modified organisms
through biotechnology;

- loss of genetic diversity through
over-selection of species used in agriculture;

- mutagenic and carcinogenic effects of the
progressive loading of the overall environment
with "exotic" molecules and viruses;

- emergent pathologies resulting from low-dose
exposure through very long periods of time,
with complex synergistic effects with other
factors;

- global problems: possible destruction of ozone
layer, increase of CO2 in the atmosphare and
possible world temperature rise, destruction of
tropical forests.

2.2.2. Opportunities of technolov concerning the
solution of environmental problem

- Possibilities for "clean technologies" i.e.
technologies that, everything being equal, are
less polluting, less dangerous, through better
materials and energy flows management (more
generally, automatic control of industrial
processes, better security for inside and outside
plants).

- Recycling organic wastes, utilizing left over
biomass: production of fuels, fertilizers.

- Better recycling and management of wastes and
pollution through new technologies; new treatments
of toxic wastes, more efficient use of some
materials, energy savings.
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- Development of "eco-technologies": putting the
knowledge about ecosystems in practice, embodying
it in technology: integrated pest management,
waterborne diseases control, soil management,
water management.: capacity of controlling the
trophic chains in such a way as to maximize their
utility without undesirable indirect effects since
control is at the system's level.

- Capacity to measure, in detail, on a large scale,
in a continuous way and at a low cost, the
environmental parameters; this is not only
teledetection but also the concept of automatic
measurement and monitoring networks. The
possibility of really observing the environmental
physical dynamics.

- Betterment and lowering of prices of small-scale
technologies, efficient for small community work
and utilization, using local resources. (renewable
energy systems, agricultural tools, small
machinery).

2.2.3. The "social control of technoloqy" role of
qovernments

The objectives of the social control of
technology are:

- To take into account the public interest early
enough in the innovation processes; to examine
technological evolution not only from the point
of view of the innovators, but also from that
of the public.

- To insure that due attention is given to
externalities, to side or indirect effects of
innovations, in particular to the environmental
and social effects.

- To allow a wide repartition of expertise.

- To design and implement public participation
mechanisms, basically to insure a good
democratic process and decision-making
regarding the aspects of governmental
responsibilities having technological
implication.

At the various levels at which it can take place
according to the problem (national, regional and
local), the processes of social control of
technology are always the same:
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Production of "objective" information; this
stems from information coming from a wide
variety of scientists, called for by a wide
variety of interest groups (there are no
"neutral experts" but expertise produced in
different contexts).

Public debate over the implications of the
informations generated in the first step;

Decision making by the authority which will
bear the political responsibility of the
decision.

Governments have a wide variety of instruments
which are used, or could be used, for the social
control of technology, in the one hand through
proper orientation of its "technological push"
role.

- Capacity to specify the objectives of the R&D
which is financed by public funds.

- Capacity to push certain technologies by
financing the innovation processes considered
socially useful; (to help finance the
technological innovation process for energy
saving, for better air and water quality.)

Through its capacity to generate supply and
demand, governments can promote and generate
private demand for socially sound technologies
("socially Sound" as defined by the process
described in the previous paragraph).

In some countries, the government has a
specific central body to deal with these
questions (for example: Office of Technology
Assessment in the USA).

On the other hand, governments have a role in the
social control of technology through their
reaulatory Dowers:

Production of guidelines or standards for the
use of technology or its utilization (case of
chemicals, drugs, pesticides, but also
cars)1/.

1/ In France: role of Conseil Supérleur d'Hygiène
Publique, Conseil Supérieur des Installations
Classées, Institut National de la Securité,
Commission d'Eco-Toxicologie , in the USA,
one can mention the Food and Drug Administration.
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- Authorization procedure prior to establishing a
plant or a new activity; this procedure, for
potentially dangerous establishments, ends up
specifying detailed standards for environmental
and work safetyl'; these processes In most
countries include the production of an
Environment Impact Statement (EIS) which is a
piece of information needed in the
decision-making process.

e) In fact, there are many existing powerful
instruments for the social controls of
technology; governments (at all levels) do not
make full use of them, and when they do, it is
more for controlling direct health and safety
effects than for questioning environmental,
social, long-term problems, such as those raised
earlier.

The point is that even if not labeled "social
control of technology" activities presented here
under that name do exist and are part of daily
governmental processes, but they reflect the
prevailing power relationship in the country and
do not necessarily address other questions that
can be also considered as important.

2.3. The integration of the "push" and "social
control" roles of governments: towards a
technological strategy

For a government, the instruments for the
technological push and those for social control
of technology have to be managed according to
an overall view or strategy, because those
instruments can contradict each other and
cannot be used in a simplistic way. For
example, certain ways of setting environmental
technological standards can prevent the
development of new technologies in that field;
in the same way, to express and translate
practical social control objectives within a
national R&D programme is not something which
can bear improvisation. There is a need for a
national technological strategy in order for a
government to take its responsibilities in the
field.

1/ In France: procedure of authorization of
Installations Classées and public inquiries (about
3000 per year); EIS: about 4000 per year.
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3. PERSPECTIVES

3.1. Let us set the ground by specifying our
premisses (see also the "definition of
concepts" in annex):

Premise 1: A technology embodies the criteria of
the selection process through which it
becomes an innovation: therefore a
technology can only be appropriate
regarding the criteria 1' which created
it; its appropriateness to other
criteria is merely a matter of chance.

Premise 2: The criteria for selecting technologies
that should be developed are those set
up by multinational firms, completed by
those deriving from the "push" and
"social control" roles of the
governments of the major developed
countries.

Premise 3: A push and social control action of a
government leads to an appropriate
technology for that society and its
natural environment under two
fundamental conditions:

the process of social control exerted
by the government respects the three
steps mentioned in paragraph 2.2.3.b.
above: inputs coming from a proper
and public information basis, an open
debate and decision making by a
politically responsible authority;

there is a capacity, in the country,
to master the technology in order to
make it evolve according to the
social dynamics created by the
process of social control.

Premise 4: An appropriate technology is a socially
internalized technology at the
individual level (the user, the worker),
but also at the activity or micro-level
(village, plant, project) and finally at
the societal level (within the
functioning of the country)

1' The criteria - which are specific and detailed
decision-making rules - are derived from the broad
objectives and strategy which are aimed at.
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Premise 5: Fulfilling these conditions supposes an
adequate orientation and design of
public research and science policy, of
higher education policy, of regulation
procedures concerning technology, of
technology transfer policy. We call the
fulfillment of those conditions, the
design of a national technoloaical
s t rate qy.

3.2. In terms of perspective for developed
countries, the real, and often overlooked
problem is not to make one more exercise of
technological forecasting, but to understand
the functioning of the push and social control
mechanisms of governments and to understand the
implicit technology objectives of the various
socio-political forces in those countries; the
interplay of those forces (amongst which the
multinationals, trade unions, environmentalist
groups) within those mechanisms will shape the
future of technology. There is no
technological determinism but rather potentials
which become actual innovations through the
interaction of actors within the firms and
within the nation; therefore, in the absolute,
everything can happen in the long run.
Nevertheless, in the shorter term (10-15 years)
and given the inertia of the technological
production system, one can already envisage
examples of probable outcomes (excluding
strictly military applications):

- quick developments in the communication
technologies;

- quick development in the automatisation of
machines, and of whole plants including the
automatisation of many "white collar" tasks;

- improvement of medical technology and
pharmaceutic products; vaccine on new sets of
illnesses;

- banalization of the use of outer space for
all kinds of applications (from chemical
production to earth observation);
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- capacity to produce non fossil-fuel energy at
competitive prices (nuclear but also biomass,
geothermal ...)

- improved capacity for wheather forecasting

- more efficient automobiles, planes, machines;

- continuing substitution of materials.
including declining use of many raw materials
as their price gets higher;

- improvement of agricultural technology: more
efficient plants, may be self fertilizing
(direct nitrogen fixation); and probably
plant engineering to adapt them to various
constraints (including the feasibility of
artificial seeds production);

- better technologies for processing biomass
into all kinds of final products (through
biotechnology); larger possibilities of
transformation of biomass into different
types of products;

In the leading developed countries, one can be
reasonably optimistic on the evolution of the
natural environment but more uncertain about
the social implications.

3.3 In terms of perspectives for developing
countries, if nothing changes (i.e. no
functioning of push and social control
mechanisms for technologies)1' there are no
reasons why future technol'gieR would have
different types of effects, on the whole, than
the existing ones.

If social control of technology in developed
countries does not evolve towards taking into
account developing countries' needs, if
developing countries do not have a
technological strategy, nor social control, nor
local technological capacities, there are no
reasons why tendencies should change:
technologies will tend to be environmentally
and socially disruptive. There will be no
technological solutions to the "most pressing
problems of mankind" as if it were a miracle to
passively hope for; there can only be social
and cultural progress as a condition for

11 which are not actually at work, except for the few
countries like India or China
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shaping and appropriating technology which can
then be instrumental in the solving of those
"most pressing problems of mankind".

4. NEW OPENINGS FOR ACTION: CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK FOR
SETTING POLICY OPTIONS

4.1. In developed countries:

Examination of the design and actual
functioning of the mechanisms for the social
control of technology; checking on the
criteria for proper information generation.
democratic debate, responsible decision-making
(possibility of international comparisons,
exchanges of experiments);

Reinforcing and deepening the knowledge about
the less well known impacts of new
technologies on natural environment (for
example better scientific basis for
Environmental Impact Statements), but also on
social environment (by international
scientific cooperation, among other means).

C) Promoting technologies needed for better
management of the environment.

ci) Making available for public knowledge and
attention the industrial, social and
technological strategies of the major firms.
internationally (idea of a centre for the
observation and analysis of multinational
firms strategies).

Developing the appropriate expertise and forum
for permanent prospective thinking and debate
on a national basis; the objective is to put
the 8trategies of major firms into perspective
and discuss them in the light of societal long
term objectives to assess their social and
environmental impacts /.

Designing the mechanisms through which a
bridge can be built between the creation of
technology in developed countries and their
future adaptation into other
socio-environmental contexts.

/ See for example on this subject "Futures and
Government". by W. Kenneth in Future. vol. 16. No.
5, oct. 1984.
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g) Designing proper "technological push"
mechanisms through which criteria set up by
developing countries cart materialize into
technology, in a developed country laboratory
or. better, through R&D cooperation (for
example in France. there exists, as in other
countries, a mechanism to help finance R&D for
projects of new products or process for which
special re-conception is called for).

4.2. In developing countries:

Formulating and implementing a long term
policy for building a national R&D capacity;
setting up the corresponding scientific and
technological infrastructure; special efforts
should be made concerning engineering and
technological sciences.

Setting up of a registration process about
experiences of technological transfer so that
a data base and a body of knowledge can be
built and used as a reference; particular
attention should be given to the environmental
effects.

Establishing the instruments for a push and
social control of technology.

Designing a technological strategy, linked to
the industrial, agricultural
technology-transfer, science and educational
policies.

All these activities, could be, at least in the early
stages, set up on an international basis of regional
cooperation among countries having similar objectives
and problems. Each of these points can be detailed in
several specific concrete actions which can be then
recommended and proposed for international cooperation
with technical assistance provided by the appropriate
agencies of the UN system for example.
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Sc IENC! TECHNOLOGY ENVIRONMENT AND SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT

A Discussion Paper

by

Edward S. Ayensu

Introduction

Science and technology have provided us all with many

exciting capabilities: wonder drugs. miracle grains, space

satellites, instantaneous communication, and even machine.

which are learning how to think. Yet one capability" which

eludes us. is that of how to apply our new-found capabilities

in such a way as to assure the bare necessities for everybody

on our planet, and at the same time to ensure that the

environment is kept in good repair. In fact, some argue that

if the Third World does not develop it will be destroyed by

poverty, and if it does develop it will be destroyed by

progress. To put it in another way, we cannot live without

scientific and technical progress, but we do aot jet know how

to live with it completely.

The developed nations have, historically been

developing science and technology, and various methodologies

for advancing their desire to attain industrial development.

They argue that progress through science and technology is

inevitable in this present age. Any attempt made to return to

simple forms of livelihood will not lead to any meaningful

conclusion, because there is a burning desire by mankind to

achieve a more satisfying way of life. The developed nations

have also stressed that regardless of the difficulties it is

possible to obtain and reconcile both economic and

environmental goals through the judicious use of science and

technology. The development of a policy based on anticipation

and prevention is an important feature in their research and

development programme.



3 It is hoped that this short paper vii]. generate a

lively discussion which will ultimately result in the

formulation of ideas for the preparation of a draft policy

paper by the Secretariat for the consideration of the members

of the World Commission on Environment and Development.

Conceptual Framework

The impact of science and technology on the biosphere

and the development process represents an unprecedented

episode in human history. The implications of the innovations

will continue to have profound influence over mankind. During

the past three decades, science and technology have

contributed to real progress in meeting the health.

agricultural, industrial, educational, social, economic and

recreational needs of a very large segment of the world's

population. Paradoxically an equally large segment of the

peoples of the Third World is confronted with misery and

formidable problems. It is generally recognized that the

application of appropriate science and technology can provide

considerable relief. Indeed the rapid emergence of certain

technologies presents the Third World with radically new

opportunity for development. It is in fact now possible to

plan an economic quantum jump from village-based rural

societies directly to the computer-based information society

of the 21st century.

The economics of 20th century industrial development

have placed the Third World in a double bind. It is suacested

that a double bind is always such that it cannot be resolved,

in its own terms. The way out is to escape from its terms.

For the Third World. information technolov provides the,

escape. It is generally recognised that inappropriate

technologies sow the seeds of their own failure: for example,

moving people off land that does not produce enough food into

cities that do not provide enough work.
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The idea of an "appropriate technology" has been tried as a

way to escape this 20th century double bind. But most of the

small scale technologies employed so tar represent an escape

back to the 19th century way of doing things. In limited ways

this can be helpful. But in all cases, a more sophisticated

mix of options is the real answer.

The science and technology of the 21st century may be

the true appropriate technologies for developing societies -

both North and South. The microprocessor, for example, has

the advantages of the windmill -- cheap, simple,

decentralised. and it needs almost no energy. But it is a

machine that generates the real winds of change.

Industrial technologies, until now have represented

both definition of "modern" and the tools to get there. Even

the standard measure of progress by per capita income imposes

a fixed viewpoint that ignores issues of diet, health, social

organisation and other attributes of Third World cultures that

are essential for well being. This monopoly on the terms --

even the language -- of progress is a covert means of

domination, which teaches developing societies to deny their

own natural and human resources. The victims are made active

participants in their own victimisation. as the development

strategy itself undermines the foundation for development.

The resources of Third World societies may predispose

them to develop computer-based technologies, but this can only

happen if the societies recognise their own advantages.

Decentralised societies are more appropriate for the new

technologies than the congested cities and towns of the 20th

century. Most Third World nations are already decentralised,

although some are developing a tendency to centralise. In

fact most of them never became centralised, so they have an

advantage of a late start. They have practically no problems

of retooling, or the dismantling of outmoded factories or the



retaining of a work force in order to enter the 21st century.

The Third World nations may possess a less apparent, but even

more critical set of cultural resources that have as yet

received very little attention. Pre-industrial and even

"tribal cultures seem to share many attributes with the

emerging information society of the 21st century. which has

led to such images as the "global village and the "single

global tribe". The same attributes that make a society

'primitive" in the 20th century terms. may make it "advanced"

in teems of 21st century. This is because 20th century terms

are linear, while th. nature of the tribe and the computer

chip are non-linear. The industrial revolution was the

culmination of linear thought, from Aristote to Henry Ford.

It turned thought into machinery. The information revolution

also uses linear thought, but it has deep roots in another

tradition. It is the culmination of non-linear thinking, from

Homer to Einstein. It has begun turning machinery into

thought.

9. Many Third World societies are tightly organized in

traditional ways. If this built-in organization can be

retained, it can be a powerful force for progress. In fact.

without societal backing, many development projects are doomed

to failure. Traditional patterns of herbal medicine.

subsistence agriculture, family-arranged marriage, barter.

land tenure systems, ceremonial arts, talking drums, even the

organisation of time and space in village life, are holistic.

integrated models for non-linear learning. And the cheap.

decentralized microprocessor makes it possible to introduce

this education, along with the new technologies, without

destroying the fundamental non-linear design of the societies

in the process. In the industrialised world, the coming of

age of the computer actually may be retarded by linear thought

and technologies. The basic patterns of life -- designs of

work, education, medicine, agriculture, economies, arts -- all

tend to be specialised and fragmented, rather than holistic

and integrated.



For all the thoughts and personal reflections

expressed above. I see the existence of the Third World

communities as resource centres for developing computer-based

techologies. What is necessary to bring this about is access

to the inexpensive, powerful microprocessors that are already

proving themselves the most flexible and imaginative of

teachers. A new "curriculum" for computer literacy, and new

learning strategies, are needed -- but the elements of these

already exist.

The Present Settina

The application of science and technology in national

development depends a great deal on the industrial and

economic capacity of a country to absorb what is available.

The realization that science and technology represent powerful

tools to advance economic and social development has prompted

many governments to formulate and implement national policies

that will enable them to make the right choices. While the

developed countries have invested heavily in scientific and

technological infrastructure and have also established

institutions and facilities to mobi].ise science and technology

for economic development, most of the Third World nations have

not. Even those Third World nations who have developed a

certain amount of infrastructure often mistakenly equate the

presence of such infrastructure with the ability and the

capacity to develop and apply science and technology to

national development.

A review of the present state of affairs in most of

the developing countries suggest that policymakers are too

ready to believe that the choice and development of technology

will be brought about by market forces. This is generally

true for developing countries to assume that such will be the

case for them. Most developing countrieé are beset by such
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market imperfections as inadequate information on

technological alternatives or inadequate ability to choose

among them. Very often proven technology to meet particular

conditions is unavailable. Local markets and firms are too

small to support research and development work. Capital is

often unavailable to finance innovative projects. Government

interventions elsewhere in the market exert strong influences

of their own.

Governments of developing countries should, in

principle, combine measures to build local scientific and

technological capacity, stimulate research and innovation, and

guide technological change into socially useful directions.

But from the beginning these governments should be concerned

with the development of human resources at all levels, and

establish basic scientific and technological infrastructure.

Since most of the developing countries depend upon agriculture

for their subsistence, agricultural research and extension

should be given the highest priority. In addition, government

policies should also influence the choice of technology in

productive investments. The major objective is to develop the

capacity to sake decisions regarding the caoice and

implementation of technology. This should include the ability

to transfer technologies to meet specific needs based on the

level of development in the country -- available manpower,

resource endowment, and the ability to apply technology

effectively. This is precisely how countries such as Japan.

Taiwan and South Korea gained mastery of important science and

technology and thus attained rapid economic growth.

In many cases technologies involving relatively low

capital costs and greater reliance on inexpensive but

plentiful labour is preferable for economic and social reasons

to technologies used in industrialised countries. On the

other hand, it is most cost-effective to rely on highly

capital-intensive technologies at times. The decision depends
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on the problem to be solved and the economic situation, and

the comparative advantage position of a particular country.

This is true for developed as well as developing countries.

And this is where we need to further develop our capabilities.

Due to the glaring imbalance between the developed

and the developing countries with respect to actual possession

of knowledge bale as well as soft and hardware technology, a

certain amount of realism must be injected into the decision

making process by all. In recent years. some of the developed

countries have responded to requests from developing countries

to use or generate technologies more appropriate to the

specific needs of their economies. In a number of cases.

research has shown that there is available a wide variety of

competing technologies than was originally known. This has

led to the identification of simpler, smaller-scale

technologies more suitable for specific developing country

application. Many developing countries have not even taken

full advantage of the range of appropriate technologies which

are available in th more advanced developing countries. We

need practice to perfect our choice of options.

What is actually required is the assistance to

developing countries in problem analysis and definition in the

identification of their needs as they relate to the selection.

adaption, and transfer of technology. They should be able to

draw on a flexible reservoir of scientific and technical

expertise and information in fields such as agriculture,

health, energy, environment, natural resources utilization,

and the building of scientific and technical institutions.

The developing countries should attempt to expand their

programme of research and development to obtain know-how to

solve key problems of development generally. Some countries

have already begun to identify and explore new and unused or

under-utilized technologies with potential f or developing

country application. Others are transforming promising

technologies for practical application in specific developing
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countries where the market makes economic sense. A number of

developed countries are beginning to seek ways and means of

meeting the growing demands of developing countries for

technological transfer and assistance. In doing so. the

developed countries have realised their own needs for more

appropriate technology to solve domestic resource problems.

This situation offers opportunities for collaboration with

developing countries in developing technologies, for example.

in solar energy production and development of appropriate wood

stoves.

17. The most telling constraint in the developing

countries is scientific and technical education -- indeed all

types of education. The lasting progress or socio-economic

development of any nation must be based on an education system

to which all levels of society have access. It has been

observed that education is closely related to labour

productivity in all fields and the quality of life of all

peoples. Since agriculture is particularly important as the

economic base for most developing countries, appropriate

educational programmes must be developed. In the case of

agricultural productivity, numerous studies have shown

persuasively that farmers with primary education are more

productive than those with none. This is particularly true

for the major cereal crops - wheat, and rice - which form the

basic diet of the majority of the people of the developing

countries. It is also recognised that the impact of education

on agricultural productivity holds regardless of farms size.

Furthermore, the effect of education on agricultural

productivity increases as modernization occurs.
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Technolocy and Environment

There is a general awareness that the judicious

handling of the environment must be an important consideration

in development planning. Various interest groups have

produced several reactions to the wonderous developments that

science and technology have bestowed on the biosphere. There

has been a general reduction in many of the more severe forms

of pollution in the developed nations especially smog and the

heavy contamination of freshwaters and the sea. However, the

failure to appreciate the environmental consequences caused by

severe pollution during the beginning of this century

especially in the coal and steel industries has led to

landscape destruction in areas of heavy industry, continuing

air pollution and damage to historical monuments. Similar

pollution problems are being encountered in the Third World

countries that are industrialising with inappropriate

technologies. The current patterns of energy consumption.

transport and manufacturing processes continue to present

pollution problems.

Environmentalists and the business community have had

bitter exchanges. National and regional development schemes

have been questioned, and have indeed been placed under the

microscope. The net result is that environmental assessments

are required for every major development scheme. Various

controversies have arisen over definitions of reserves.

technologies, and rate of growth projections. There is.

however, a strong consensus that exponential rates of growth

in demand for resources, especially fuels, water and minerals.

will cause some industrial economies to face significant

supply readjustmeats. Major corporations are seeking advice

from scientists and technologists with substantial

environmental background to oversee project initiation,

development and monitoring. The practice of environmental law

is mushrooming in the major capitals of the



world. Executive and legislative branches of governments are

demanding self-discipline from the major industrial

corporations. Significant efforts have and continue to be

made to improve the handling of hazardous waste, the pollution

of the environment especially through smoke stacks and other

air emissions as well as ground water pollution.

Before the Stockholm United Nations Conference on

Human Environment in 1972. environmental quality in the

developing countries was mostly regarded as a luxury which

many countries could not afford if they were to step up their

economic development. In fact, some policymakers thought that-

environmental pollution was a necessary adjunct in the

development process. However, the present view is that

economic development can occur with minimum environmental

damage. In fact. sound environmental management is a

necessary component of a development strategy designed to

raise the living standards of the less affluent nations.

While these views are currently accepted by all, their actual

implementation to solve the growing environmental problems

that face developing countries have not been seriously

tackled. While it is unrealistic to expect a total

eradication of all environmental hazards, there are however

several technologies with less damaging effects on the

environment and human health than others.

There is strong evidence based on some environmental

data (although largely inadequate) that environmental problems

in developing countries seriously damage human welfare and in

fact, pose major obstacles in the way of attaining sustainable

development. For example, the careless expansion of marginal

lands and the development of dust-bowls will most certainly

reduce the medium and long term productive potential in

agriculture. In order to obtain a handle on these problems,

it is essential that environmental and natural resources

indicators be assembled for each



developing country before any major projects are undertaken.

Information on population pressure and how that relates to

arabic land area per capita, quality forest area per capita.

grazing land per capita and population growth rate must be

obtained. Similar examination should be made on soil erosion.

forests. wildiand management, pollution, energy. health.

urbanization. etc. Several of the developed countries have

identified specific areas for research on causes, effects and

the means of limiting environmental damage. Where scientific

information exists the general tendency has been to share such

information and agree on some common principles as to how it

affects the environmental and economic development of each

nation or a region.

22. During the past two decades there have been various

debates on the role of environmental management in sustainable

economic development. It has been shown that environmental

management should address both the problems posed by

underdevelopment such as soil erosion and deforestation, and

the problems caused by development such as industrial

pollution, water impoundments, and health damage. Many have

argued that environmental management should be approached in a

practical and adaptable manner without unnecessary compromises

to human health and the fitness of the biosphere. Several

environmental criteria have been developed to serve as

giidelines in designing appropriate measures in development

projects:

(a) Each development project affecting renewable natural

resources should not exceed the regenerative

capacities of the environment that sustains it. For

example, forestry projects should not promote forest

cutting in excess of the regenerative growth rates.

Fishery and livestock projects should not promote

overfishing and overgrazing, respectively. To ensure

that sustainability is maintained, it is absolutely



essential that natural resource inventories are

conducted before project implementation.

(b) Projects that cause severe or irreversible

environmental deterioration, including species

extinctions or that unduly compromise the public's

health and safety should be avoided or redesigned so

that significant damage does not occur.

(C) Projects that displace or seriously disadvantage

certain groups of people, such as vulnerabLe ethnic

minorities, need adequate mitigatory measures in

advance.

(d) Projects should be designed to comply with any

international environmental agreement to which the

country is party.

Projects with unavoidable adverse consequences should

be shifted to areas where the environmental damage is

minimised., eren at somewhat greater initial costs.

(f) Technological solutions of environmental problems

that have basically an 'add character and

therefore of a reactive and curative nature must give

way to initial holistic planning that anticipates in

project designs preventive technological systems that

are low or non-waste, and that have less demanding or

destructive effects on the natural resource base.

Spread arid Diffusion of Available Tectinoloqies

23. The past two decades have witnessed the spread and

use of non-proprietary technologies in both developed and

developing countries. In the area of biotechnology, for
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example. much basic information on tissue culture technology

especially in its applications to agriculture are in the

public domain, and are being effectively applied. Also the

technologies dealing with environmental application of

micro-organisms in pollution control and toxic waste

treatment, mineral leaching and metal concentration, and

enhanced oil recovery are similarly in the public domain. But

there are several unavailable proprietary technologies that

have prompted international debate particularly between the

North and South.

To facilitate future transfer, adaptation and

application of needed technologies developing countries are

pressing in United Nations Conference on Trade and Development

(UNCTAD) and other forums for a mandatory code of conduct

covering all forms of commercial technology transfer to

regulate terms and conditions of contracts by which owners

license or otherwise provide their technology. They have also

proposed revisions of the Paris International Industrial

Property Convention to reduce the protection f or patent

owners, which they believe will lead to freer and earlier

access to proprietary technology.

The developed countries argue that they support

negotiations for voluntary guidelines for enterprises and

governments which would foster a balanced and mutually

satisfactory framework within which the benefits of commercial

technology transfer can be maximised for all. They, however,

object to a legally-binding code, because it represents a

non-realistic climate given the difference in views of

developed and developing countries. The developed countries

also believe that an adaptation of such a code might work as a

disincentive to technology transfer if it were highly

restrictive.



The developing countries maintain that the present

international patent system, as embodied in the Paris

International Industrial Property Convention and national

patent laws, limits their access to and increases the cost of

technology necessary for their economic development. They

seek changes in the Paris convention that would lower the

level of international patent protection. Some developed

countries have argued that adequate protection of industrial

property rights by developing countries is essential to the

continuation and acceleration of the transfer of technology

and the encouragement of indigenous research and development.

The business community in general regard technology

as an asset that has been created as a result of investing in

a highly risky process. As such there is a reluctance to give

it away without adequate compensation. To put in another way.

the developed countries will continue to promote their own

interests without seriously examining how their actions will

affect the destinies of developing countries. All the major

studies of the past decade have shown that if present trends

continue the gap between the North and South will widen.

ODortunittes for Action

How can the Third World nations turn a seemingly

hopeless situation into an economic and social success? There

are several options that need to be examined. But firstly.

the Third World nations should engage in serious soul

searching to determine what their ultimate goal should be.

This will require a political commitment by the government and

the people that the nation wants to change the complexion of

the living standards for the better and to protect its

patrimony. Second. the governments of the developing

countries must have a very clear picture of the current world



economic situation. They must be able to assess accurately

their respective relationships with the developed countries

and their institutions. Thirdly, the Third World nations

should exploit their comparative advantage as the custodians

of a substantial amount of the natural resources and the raw

materials needed by the developed countries in their

industrialisation process. Fourthly. a carefully laid out

agenda and a set of protocols should be established in each

country with the best available human resources in charge of

those activities. But above all there must be sustained

political stability if there will be any chance to meet the

set goals.

29. In addition to the options implied in the preceding

paragraphs, there are several others opened to both the

developed and developing countries in their attempt to create

a world economic and social order that can support sustainable

development. A very imDortant oPtion that is comma into its

own is to let the developed nations continue to devise their,

own "approprjate tecttnoloaias and to make them available to,

the develoinq nations at a price with the Nnecessarv1

modifications. The importation of such foreign technologies

have helped a number of nations such as Taiwan. South Korea.

Singapore. Hong Kong to enter into the scientific and

technological stages required to upgrade their H and D work.

institutional capacity building and to lead them into the

industrial society. On the other hand, several other

developing countries have had unfortunate experiences because

of the irrelevance of specific imported technologies into

their development schemes. The shock effects of some of the

imported technologies on the social structures as well as

their effects on the environment have raised questions as to

their appropriateness. It should be recognised that under the

best of circumstances, technology transfer is a complex

process that requires a lot of time 'and effort by very skilled

people to make things happen. Even in such circumstances the

results are not always laudable.



Another option which the developing countries can

pursue is to engage in practical and pragmatic negotiations

with those who have the technology within the context of the

interests of both parties. To bring about effective

negotiations will require a reasonable match between the

knowledge, skill, experience and resolve of the participants.

Both parties must perceive sufficient potential benefit to

warrant the expenditure of effort that the transfer will

require. The values and priorities of the parties are very

rarely identical, and their interests in effecting the

transfer are rarely commensurate with each other. Hence.

sDecific technoloqies should be tailored to each local

situation. The modes of acquisition will naturally have to

differ for each technology, as will the manner in which they

are applied and the type of control exercised over them by the

receiving country.

Yet another option that requires examination concerns

the types of technology that are needed to meet the minimum

survival requirement of many developing countries. Such

technologies are normally not available in the developed

countries, especially within the context of the activities of

the multinational corporations. But they will show interest

if a sizable market exists for a meaningful investment. On

the other hand, international organizations such as United

Nations Development Programme (UNDP) and United Nations

Industrial Development Organization (UNIDO) can be called upon

to assist effectively in the acquisition of technologies. At

the present time, UNDP promotes technology transfer and

industrial development through its coordinating role th the

United Nations system. It is the largest technical assistance

institution in the world and it is supported financially by

most nations especially the developed nations. Its activities

involve funding of projects as well as a range of other

activities, including underwriting of a large part of the

technical assistance programmes of UN executing agencies such
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as UNESCO and FAO. UNDP funds many small-scale technical

assistance projects to assist governments in formulating their

development plans and in building up governmental

administrative machinery in the fields of agriculture.

industry, health, education, energy, transportation and

communication. It also funds large scale projects to help

developing countries to locate opportunities for economic

development investment.

UNIDO also promotes industrial development by making

experts available, training developing country personnel and

establishing pilot institutions for promoting the introduction

of appropriate technology.

Finally, I would suggest that it is reasonable to

assume that no one specific option will, be satisfactory for

all the developing countries or even regions within a

country. A combination of internal and external factors will.

ultimately determine the best formulation of options that will

be required to bring about a meaningful change in the social

and economic development of many developing countries.

W/ 020 1M
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TECHNOLOGY AND INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT

PRESENT AND FUTURE

by Umberto Colombo

In his Discourse on Thinking, ublished in 1964, Martin

eidegger, wrote: "None can foresee the radical change to cone.

But technological advance will move faster and faster and car.

never be stooed. In all areas of his existence, man will be

encircled ever moretightly by the forces of technology".

Until recently concerns of this sort were the exclusive

property of a small segment of the .academic connunity. But

during the last several years ideas on the implications of such

a radical role for science and echncioqy have gained

considerable public attention, and books on the ef±ects of

technology are cononly found atop the best seller lists of the

more developed countries.

The present perception of technology is associated with a

process o change in which man's entire world is progressively

ransformed and incorporated by an expanding scientific

process. And, as Werner Heisenberg wrote n 1958 on Physics and

Philosophy: "whether one calls it progress or danger, one must

realize that it has gone far beyond any control through human

forces. One may rather consider it as a biological process

whereby the s::uctu:es active in the hun organsm encroach or.

lager parts of matter and transform t into a state suited for

the increasing human population".

The economic development we have exe:ienced s ntmate1v

associated with the massive nvas1on of human actvty by

technology. But today the interweaving of economic deveicpmer.t

anc tecnno1ogcal cr.ange is sc nzrcaze that we simp canr.cz



u n .. te r r u c ted exanSior., whcse exce:::cnal nature we had c

a1. reacned a :r:t:ca_ :hse Ie::,

.her of the t..: factors scar: - the other, ;us: as

s getting more and nore dfficul: to sceak of the effects
$

of one uon the other, along the lines of trad:t:cr.al, r.ear,

cause-to-effect log:c. .c:uallv, this vson of

reia:onship between eccnory and technology was still val:d

:atiei'; recent teE, such as the ostwar

of noticing until t was over. 3u: such a linear view s ncw

defin:vely a :hng of the past.

In those years, science and technology were seen as

utterly positive tools for anknd. Scenz±fc rcgress and

technological advances were seen as virtually one and the sante

thing, public cpir. or. exer:enced the:: acheveen:s as great

and exalting adventure le: us renerice: :h' coricuest of

;ace and the moon landin Huge-scale econom:c er.terp: SCSI

made ossible by the massive, concen_rated aclicat:cn cf

technology, a:peared to be an irrefutable cbective. let us

:usz think of the blast furnaces sle to nu.il:ons of :cr.s

of pg-:ron yearly, the super:an.-ers, the huge refne::es,

b:cger and bigger au:cmoble fac:cres, ezrochem:cai ants

tend: toward d:mens:cns so enornous as to d:sc:u:ae

conoe::::cr..

Suddeny, a: the end of :h- S:xt:es, :n hcneycor ce:een

scerice and scce:; seened zo cone to an acru:: end.

:n youthful orotest aga:r.s: the ccnsuner scc:ety by asc in

certain facets of culture and opn:cn genersly,

.as a ccr.verer.ce bet'eer a nunce: of eronena that a:e.re



the Sx:.es and early Seven:es, saw some - :.e most

sensaz.onal fa.lures in technolog.cal iovaton. Some - the

first alarm and the most d:amatc was thalidomde - were

because by an overhasty eagerness to market produc-s that had

not receved sufficient :estng. Others - re;resentatve

examples of which .nclude DT and fluoro-chioro hydrocarbon

based propellents that damage the ozone layer of the upper

atmosphere, which shields the planet from ultraviolet rad.atiort

were products whose harmfulness both to man and to the

environment were revealed only after years of massive use.

Still others - petroleum derived single cell protens - have

not yet succeeded in getting into production, because of public

fears of toxicity, stimulated by concerns voiced by a

significant portion of the scientific counity itself.

At the same time, there was growing denuncaton of

polluting industrial processes, such as electrochemical

processes requiring mercury electrodes, and of so-called
development" ollution, such as lead in the exhaust of the

ever-more numerous cars of the big cities.

This obliged the economy to become responsie for the

costs of environmental damage, while such goods as a: and

water, until then considered valueless, began to e introduced

r.to economc calculations. All these factors together made

nnova:on - and esec.ally the d.scovery arid marketing of new

roducts - more difficult and more ex'ensve, ths artly owng

to the s:rcter and s:rcter regulations adopted n a r.umber of

countries. .04
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At this point, the unbreakable correlation that had arisen

between technology and economic growth appeared seriously

undermined. In theory and in cultural life, too, this link

began to be questioned. People began to wonder whether the law

of diminishing returns, discovered by Malthus in the late

eighteenth century with ref erence to labor per unit of
cultivated area in farming, might not be applicable to

technology as well. In practica.l terms, the question became

whether it was not economic to reduce the research effort or

at least not to step it up because in any case only modest

additional benefits could be produced even by greater and

greater efforts. This theory was espoused by One Gi:nini and

Henxi Loubergi in their book on diminishing returns of

technology.

It was this difficult situation coming after a long

period of prosperity and strong growth, which its.lf had

followed the Great Depression that generated renewed
'terest in Icondratieff's theory of long economic cycles,

Schumpeter's re'r.ading, especially attracted attention. This

interpretation linked the various phases of the long cycle to

single basic technological innovations that revolutionized

individual industries and thus left their mark on the entire

economy.

Indeed, persuasive analyses of our recent and present

difficulties and convincing diagnoses af future possibilities

can emerge from this discussion, which has tended to confirm

the existence- of long cycles of crisis and prosperity. One may

well ask whether Schuxneter's interpretation of Kondratieff's



cycles .s not oversioLified, and in any case amply outdated

with respect to today's technology and society. it may have

made sense to think in terms of md idua innovations as
growth-stimulatng factors in the 'eighteenth and nineteenth

centuries, but L: is obvious that our present siPuation deand9

that we consider a whole serLes of distinct ye: interdependent

technologies, which can succeed one another without

interruption. in an era that was effecivelycharacterized by

the singularity of each innovation, th'e e:iodicity of the

Kor.dratieff waves may well, be explicable in terms of the

innovation cycle. But now, when innovations come in clusters

and soread simultaneously through every pat of the economy and

the society, such a long-term cycle appears needlessly

mechanistic and fatalistic.

Actually, it is Likely that in our oresent :ecession,
Giarini's diminishing returns of technology depend in Large

measure on entrepreneurs' own hesitancy and Lack of daring, of

aggressiveness; they are not the inevitable product of the

general situation. it is understandable thst in times of qreat

uncertainty and limited financial resources, businesses focus

more on incremental innovations to their basic teChnOIcy a

technology that is frequently mature) than on the key

technologies, those th.t strategic ar.alysi shows to be crucial

to the Lndustrv's deve1.omer.t, or on eme:gng :echnoLog.es that
often enough are 5t1i n an embryonic state. And we have been

witness just this. yet in adcting this defensive stance

instead of i.ockng on the probLems of a omen: of great change
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as tne price to pay in order to grasp its opportunities, one

does :o more than passively absorb its ci f sets while trying to
limit losses.

It shows that th.se difficulties on the part of
corporations are riot merely traditional resistance to change,
more or less natural hesitancy in an extremely competitive
environment. Rather, these are difficulties du. to a major

irans formation that began at least two decades age but that is
stiLl. at its first tumultuous step: the radical shift frOm the
industrial society that arose at the end of the eighteenth
century to the information society. Konratieff cannot explain

this phenomenon and the crisis we are experiencing, not because

his eycle is too long but because it is too short. Here the
French historian Fernand Braudel is right, when ic speaks of a

passage bitween epochs.

Wi said at the outset that we will not seek to understand
e phenomena under discussion in the light of any single

factor, be it economy, technology, or science and culture.

Zssentially, our diagnosis is that in the most advanced parts

of our world the information society was already present,

albeit in embryonic. form, in the 1960s (Fig. 1 shows that in

the United States the number of people employed in information

activities was more than 40% in 1960). It was not born out of

the emergence of any single technology, however revolutionary,

or out of the foresight of social forces, the new needs of

individuals, or the exhaustion of a given social and

istitutional order. Nevertheless, all those factors were of

course present. In fact the emerging technolog.es deriving from
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services has th's been attained. But now the problem is not to

maintain quantitative growth in services; rather the need is
for greater qualitative up-grading and personal.ization.

What is coming into being, then, is indeed a services

society, in which more and more non-material. goods are produced

in lieu of the material goods typical of traditional industrial
societies. But this new services society has nothing in comeon

with the parasitic, passive bureaucratic image of today's

welfare state. On the contrary, the. non-material goods it
provides will, tend more and mere to be saleible, offered
competitively by efficient, flexible, market-oriented

businesses In. this context, industry in the narrow sense, i.e.

the suppUer, of material capital and consumer goods, will.

undergo £ relative decline in the number of workers and in

income generated.

Let us remark, however, that industrial production has

always incorporated labor, knowledge (or technology) and

services in its material goods - in other words, it has used

nOn-material activities to add value to goods. What is more,

the intensifying "dematerialization" of products began .n

industry itsalf.

Dematerialization has taken on ever greater importance.
Engineering, design, and now software development, are

performed by typically industrial firms providing totally non-

material goods whose income is often statistically assigned to

the services sector. Another tendency, which s already

under'ay in a number of .ridustries, forms part of the sa.e



"dematerializatiori" rocess. This is "functionalizatiort", or

the endertcy to offer customers not just a given good but a

complex of goods and services that are functional to a

articular task to be done or a problam to be solved. Thus, for

instance, a portion 3f the chemical industry may well in a few

years stop being a mere fe:tilzer producer and begin to offer

farmers a complex, problem-oriented function, comprising seeds

(altered if necessary by DIA-recombinartt techniques so as to be

able to fix atmospheric nitrogen without the need for a

chemical fertilizer), the data needed for improved yields,

technology for cortdit.oning the soil, the specifi.c pesticides

or biopesticides nee..ed, and so on.

Once again industry is at the center of revolutionary

changes. tn this phase, too, the new technologies almost always

originate in industry, including thOseused in farmirtq and in

services. Machine., and material investment inst:umeñtsan come

only from industry. And finally, the services too :e'uire

efficient, adaptable, market-oriented organizations, with the

ample means typical of industrial enterprises.

Just as the industrial revolution of the eighteenth and

nineteenth centuries was made possible by the capital

accumulated within a strong farm sector, so post-industrial

society needs a very strong industrial sector to supply capital

and goods and to sus:ain the growth of a more and more

extensive services sector. The post-industrial revolution,

then, is possible only in an affluent and expand..rtg economy

sustained y a highly productive agrcultural and Lndustrial

complex.



It is important to underscore a concept I only mentioned,

while outlining the scenario for industrial and social

development in the present and future. This concerns the

technological and scientific foundations of the transformation

I have described. Of all the emerging technologies, the one

that best corresponds to th. development requrements we have
described is microelectronics, with its pervasiveness,

flexibility, low cost, potential savings of energy and

Lterials. Microelectronics includes sophisticated t.cnigu.s

such as computer-aided design and computer-aided manufacturing,
plus, more generally, the multiple roles of microprocessors in

industrial processes.

One of the most significant aspects of microelectronics is

robotization. This can be implemented to different degrees and
at diffezent levels, startng from single operation (mainly by
means of micro-processors), use of numerically-'controll*d

machines, use of industrial robots, up to the construction of

workerless factories. Such new technology permits and

encourages a degree of productive diversification inconceivable

for the traditional factory, and it represents a major

innovation - in the organization of work, among other things -

over the assembly-line technique that has been dominant until
now. The spreading use of microprocessors makes automation

feasible on a relatively small scale and fosters the

decentralization of production by iparting flexibility and

copeti:iveness. Robots which were thought of in the context of

the bic factories, have developed instead to be used

efficiently also by the small enterprises.



The other major electronics technologies available today,

which are already spreading through many branches of the

economy, are those of informatics. Computer-based, of course,

they are now more and more also based ort the communications

network! telephone, television, telecommunications satellites,

and the new opto-electronics techniques, especially optical
fibers.

These two factors - the computer artd telecommunications -

are reciprocally stimulating, and they are bound to become

completely integrated one with another in th years to come

(Fig.5).

Teletrratics - a term that embraces both aspects of. the

matter - is another instrument that can encourage

decentra],i.zat.i.on, bri.ngi,ng the tools of i.nformati.on and data

p.rocessLng everywhere, mak.ng possz.ble remote control of
machi.nes and production processes, provLd.1.ng access to archLves

and data banks, and permitting execution of all kinds of

operation, including tejetransmjssion of documents, more and

more fully supplanting such traditional and now relatively

inefficient activities as the postal service.

The huge networks - information and telematics, energy,

agriculture services, communications - permit development of a

widespread series of ecerttralized activities, located close to

the user and flexibly integrated in thi community and the

region. Their key feature is direct and possibly individual

response to diversified client requests. Informatics, the lead

technology in this area, is a suggestive example, because it is

a system that more than any other ensures horizontaL and
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vertical circulation of information (this latter in bath
directions, from the top down and from the bottom p plus the
capability to process it for planning, control, and rnana;ement.

In recent years lower data-processig costs together wth the

relative increase in datatransmission (Fig.6) costs, have

fostered the development of decentralized information systems

(dubbed "distributed informatics") which perm.t non

authoritarian and non-hierazchical. information management and
c'ta processing at the periphery. For while on the one hand
data couanication implies concentrated storage of data of.
general interest in enormous central computers., on the other it
'tlso offers the possibility of an interchang, of experience and

methods of evaluation at the system's periphery.

Another mayor area of technological innovation in rcent

years has been biotechnology. The new technologies here are not

only go s.de by sde w.th one another but w.11 tend i.n the near

future to be integrated with microelectronics. Though perhaps
.ly in the long term, these technologies will eventually

affect many branches of the economy, such as health and
medicine, farming arid food, chemicals, the environment, energy

and raw materials resources, etc. (Fig. 7-ta) shows all sectors

of utilization and application of botechnolcgies).

Biotechnologies have been known since p:e-historica. :ieS
(fermentation for yeast to bake bread, for wine and bee:', and
industry has been using there for decades to produce drugs,

antibiotics, vitamins, hormones, amino-ac.ds, ad food

products. The yield of such processes is not very high, ut

today recombinant NA technçues iso-caled ;enetc



engineer.rg) make : possible not only to increase yields but
also to obtain marty other, completely new products. Some of

these are worth recalling. Insulin and human growth hormone

(somatostatin) can be produced by bacteria or yeasts, thanks to
recombinaton of the genes that control their secretion. Also,

a series of broad-spectrum anti-virus interferorts that may be

helpful against viral forms of cancer and other virus illnesses

may soon be marketed by pharmaceuticals, concerns in the United

States and Europe.Izi agriculture, we are expecting such

developments as production of proteins, improvement or even

creation of food crop varieties, direct absorption of

atmospheric rit:ogen by grains, generation of new insect and

parasite-resistant pl.ant species, biological methods of pest

control, or again the creation of hydrocarbon-producing

L
vegetable species (e.g. the euphorbiaceas).

Ne:ly thirty years went oy between the epoch-cnakLrtg

d.Lscovery of the doubLe heli.x by Watson and CrLck and the fLrst
rnanipulati.on of ll.vLng 'natter n laboratori.es, but Lt took less

than ten to get from the laboratory to the first industrial

products. If we compare the pace of development of
biotechnologies with that of electronics (in ff'igures 2 and 3)

presumably we shall see the massive horizontAL diffusion of

biological technologies and their steadily greater market

penetration by the last years of thLS century. (Pigures 3 and

Ba) illustrate some of these predicti.ons).

here too, as n nLcroelectronics, we are dealing

information, trasmLttLng messages contained n the genec
code, or Lnserted e:a.i.n by recombi.nation :ecn'..ues. ne ay



therefore say thdt the new biat.chrtologi.s are at the same time

information technologies. The DNA molecule carries an enormous

quantity of information, in comparison to which the information

libraries of the biggest computers are understocked indeed. W

can foresee a tremendous evolution of biological inlormation

systems, bued on trasmitters and receivers, molecular or ionic

gatherers and transporters of inioraat ion. Such systems are

particularly well suited to interact with man, calling on all

v5 senses, not just sight and hearing.

At the same tims information technologies bcome capable

of interacting with man, using human types of logic and

language, even the voce. We can affirm that in the near future

information technologies are mar. and more destined to converge.

and to mesh whether they are of physical. origin (.L.ctronics or

optics) or bioLogical.

In addition to representing highly promising areas far

adustrial activity, microelectronics and biotechnology have

the exceptionally valuable feature of being able to penetrate

horizontally, throughout the rest of industry, in agriculture

and in th. services, rejuvenating them with leaps in

productivi.ty and in product qualLty. The tendency is to throw

the very categorization of industries into question, since they

wiLl tend to be distributed over an articulated continuum, to

do away with traditional on.crop" output and move in the

direction of functionalization and p.rscnalization of products.

But things do not stop even there - the tendency is even to

abolish the traditional distinction among agriculture,

industry, and services.



What is more, the new microelectronics and bio-

technologies permit and encourage a transformation of the

economic, social, and political, system. From a deeply

hierarchical system uLth a tendency. to bureaucratization, it
can become decentralized and participatory, characterized by

diffused en.terrise elements of an horizontally communicating

self-management.

I would Like to insist on the fact that one of the more

important aspect of new technologies, and up today particularly

distributed data rocessing, is their potential towards

decentralization. The rejuvenation and the renewed competitive

capabilities of the traditional industries themselves

text.1es, clothng, shoes - 1.s .n fact founded largely on the

new trend toward decentrali.zati.on I to recall the case

proposed by Professor Dertouzos of MIT, who conceive a new way

of manufacturing ard selling shoes utilizing porotheric

materials, lasers, new manufacturing processes, CAD and C1.

F1.gures 9,9a) and 9b) descrLbe ttus creatLve process i.r greater

detail and illustrate several important aspects and

consequences of its eventual application. The cover of a

recent issue of New Scientist which I show you, (fig. 10)

proves how rapidly iminagination can become reality today, one

step after another.

rn a more general way the presence of information,

communications, and service networks permits use of more modern

technologies and makes possible more flexible and constantly

updated market response. This has elicited a new vitlLty in

smaLL and edLum-sized anterprises, oEten enough ones wLth an
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illustrious past. These firms can draw on dif fuss

entrepreneurial talent and in educated and many.skill.d work

force, which are essentiaL to productivity and product quality.

After a lenghty period dominated by mass urbanization and the
tend towards m.galopolises, starting in the m.td7Os the

Western industriaL countries began to. witness a decline in the

iortance of the big cities: pretty much everywhere there has

been a shift towards decentralization. In the United States

any new manufacturing activities have arisen in just those
states and regions that were once marginal, bringing them

alive, içarting life and vitality to urban ireas once

considered secondary. Nor hits this affected the emerging, new

industries alone. Zn fact it. has occurred ch.fly in the more

traditional industries, directed at man * primary needs, which

are reva in g their technology, organization, and market

approach to bring themselves more in lin, with those needs.

Potentially, Western Europe is an even more fertile terrain for

this process, despite the continuing lag in strategic

.00rdination for big industry arid in creation of efficient

infrastructure networks. For here there has hstorically been a

kind of widespread pluralism: the existence i ancient cultural

centers that combine industrial, artisana], and farm activities

and that know a particularly harmonious relationship between

family structure and productive activities permits a large and
growing number of entrepreneurs to reenter even nternational

markets. Today, it is within their possibilities to cross the

threshold of artisanal production and use typically modern
technologies and forms of organization.



tn Italy, considerable attention and study has focused on

the recent industrial take-off of entire regions along the

Adriatic coast (Veneto and the Marche in the North, but also

ApuUa in Southern Italy) that were quite marginal until a

short time ago.- A vigorous and highly entrepreneurial'

decentralized industrial system has arisen, with strong root's

in these regions'cultural, artisanal, and farm-community

traditions.

More generally, we can now see that the problem of

economic and industrial development within the international

division of Labor has been oversimplified and thus
misunderstood. Until few years ago the most wispread.
hypothesi.s was that tradit iónal tT&nnfaetures deemed m*ture

and technologically stabilized - wótld inavitably migrate from
the advanced to the developing countries. The l*tter ware

viewed as more competitive, due to low Labour costs, the

availabi].ity of raw materials, and greater flexi.bility in that

their enterprises could be of modest dimerLsion, whereas those

of the industrialized nations would have to be Large in order

to fully exploit economies of scale. But today things appear in

quite a different light, since, we have seen that. mature

industries can be revitalized with intelligent introduction of

new technology and reorganization. Thus industries can become

prompt-acting and flexible, decentralized; and they can be of

the right size to respond well to the requirements of the

affluent market in the long-industrialized nations. By

contrast, over th next few years the developing countries

appear quite unlikely to be able to supplement their abundant

Labour and resources with the technoLogical capabilities



required to produce quality goods that can compet. with the

industrial countries' sophisticated products in their home

markets.

This does not mean that their development must be delayed

or directed only to the satisfation of domestic needs. These
countries, too, can compete with their industrial products on

international markets. I wou.ld Like to mention the case of

Kuwait which exploiting its petroleum resource as well tithe

availability of capital to acquire technologies and plants, has

developed a downstream strategy by refinig crude oil. Kuwait

uses mel oil in loco for desalination and electricity

production, and sells its lighter refined products in developed

countries thrDugh its own distribution network.

If the developing countries are to adequately exploit

microelectronics and informatics, at least in the near-to-

medium term, they will need large amounts of capital and, even

more, highly skilled personnel. The production of software

which is expanding rip idly in th. industrial countries

derands lengthy training and considerable experience. The new

technologies require great capacity for abstract thought and

the ability to use nat just single machines but entre

production systems, using the tools of systems engineering,

indispensable to the management of the productive arid

organizational apparatus. Despite these d.ifficulties, however,

it is evident that the new technologies can gradually find

their uses, functional to development problems, in th' Third
World as well. These nations lack adequate infrastructu.ral
networks, and their industrial develoDmen't. is concentrated in a



few major urban centers, which tms become poles of attraction

owing to the greater opportunities they offer. This is at the

root of major contradictions and the marginalizatiort of

extensive regions. f margirtalization is to be contained, the

periphery must achieve living cond.Ltions - hence resources,

energy, means of production, and services - comparable to those

of the great development centers. Distributed inforrnatics,

albeit in unsophisticated form, microelectronics, certain

biological technologies, and renewable energy sources, all move

in this direction. In this perspective, a fundamental and

growing role will be played by renewable sources of energy,

which as a rule are decentralized and geographically diffused;

they can ensure adequate: supplies of energy with no need for

large distribution grids or other complex and costly

infrastructures. It is all the new technologies together,

however, that can make peripheral regions if not self-

sufficient at least highly autonomous, through more economical

exploitation of local resources for dome!stic needs, services,

farm production and food conservation, and the production of

craft arid industrial goods, for both use and trade.

It is clear that the opportunities for decentralization

inherent in the new technologies are the best tool for

countering the tendency to centralization and the

disintegration of the traditional social fabric. It is

probable, therefore, that in the years to come these nations'

path to development will not consist itt taking over

manufactures discarded by the industrial world, but rather itt



doing away with onecrop or one-product economies and uti.lizing

mere and more diversified and diffused local resources all

the available physical, human, and cultural resources.

The tremendous ability of the flCv technologies, and of

information processing in particular, to penetrate virtually

everywhere, in other words their diffusion in innumerable areas

of the .conomy and daily life, poses a serious problem: the

cepazation of the people who will more and more need to use
these new instruments. Whereas in the past there were

relatively few computers, set apart from other activities and

run by highly skilled personnel with special training for that

function alone, today their wide diffusion in the form of

distributed informatics, to name but one instance requires

that their operation not be restricted to specialists, but be
accessible to virtually anyone.

True enough, computer languages, which were one.

xc..dingly complicated, are being progressively simplified.

Indeed, intelligent computers with the ability to learn, with
which it will be possible to comunicate by ordinary speech,
are under study (so called fifth-generation" computers, being

developed principally in Japan) (Fig.11). Still, preparing
people (young or Old) for life with informatics is no small
problem. It involves the specifically technical question of the

ability to use the new machines, but it also embraces the wider

and culturally more significant issue of knowing how to think

and how to operate in a society in which information processing
is becoming one of the most important tools.



Clrtforturtately, one cartrto avoid noticing that the

bottleneck (which even today is a contributing factor to
unemDlovmertt, recession, Lack of competitiveness for companies
and entire industries) is in the educational, rofessiona1, and
retraining systems. This means first of all, the school. system,
where teachers if not curricula are utterly inadequate and -
understandably - still anchored to the traditional culture. The

idea, however, is not to destroy that culture and replace it
with a new one. Rathez the new culture must be integrated into
the old. This is a highly complicated yet urgent task, a

crucial challenge for decision-makers in government and

education, but also in business. This is a battle we cannot
afford to lose.
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ELECTRON I CS

978 - X-RAY LITHOGRAPHY

1975 - 40 DIFFERENT MICROPROCESSORS MARKETED
- PERSONAL COMPUTERS MARKETED

1974 - FIRST HIGH LEVEL LANGUAGE COMPILER
FOR A MICROPROCESSOR

- ELECTRONIC WATCHES INTRODUCED

1971 - FIRST MICROPROCESSORS INTRODUCU

1966-69 - 25 COMPANIES STARTED

1061 - FIRST COMMERCIALLY AVAILABLE INTEGRATED CIRCUIT

1058 - INTEGRATED CIRCUIT

1948 - TRANSISTOR

1906 - VACUUM TUBE

1883 - EDISON EFFECT
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RECOP13INANT DNA

1980 - INTERFERON PRODUCED flY reDNA
- 20 COMPANIES STARTED 1971-80

$978 - iNSULIN PRODUCED BY reDNA

1978 - NIH (National ltiLutIon5 of Health) GUIDELINES

$072 - GENE SPLICING

$953 - DOUBLE HELIX STRUCTURE OF DNA DISCOVERED

$944 - DNA IDENTIFIED AS GENETIC UNIT

1885 - E.COLI ISOLATED

1865 - GENETIC EXPERIMENTS (MENDEL)



THE NEW TECHNOLOGIES
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w FERTILIZERS AND BIOLOGICAL PESTICIDES
s NITROGEN DIRECT FIXATION
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s BIOMA$SES FOR HUMAN AND ANIMAL NUTRITION
w GENETIC SELECTION AND CREATION OF NEW SPECIES
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BIOENGINEERING (ARTIFICIAL ORGANS]

UENI8TRY PRODUCJS FOR FLRMENTA1 ION
s PR(1DUC1S FOR EXTRACTION FROM ANIMALS AND PLANTS

ENZYMES AND ENZYMATIC CATALYSIS
's CARUOHYDRA1LS CHEMISTRY
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SECTORS OF UTILIZATION AND APPLICATION OF BIOTEC1INOLOGIES (2)

N 1J$OIIASSES FOR ENERGY PRODUCTION
a. IiIOGAS FROM ORGANIC WASTES
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DIAGRAM OF A HYPOTHETICAL SHOE FACTORY
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INFRATECHNOLOGICAL RENEWAL OF A SHOE FACTORY

(HYPOTHESIS) (1)

ACCORDING TO DERTOUZOS, THE INfRATECI-INOLOGICAL RENEWAL Of THIS INDUSTRIAL
SECTOR NEEDS A SPECIFICAL INTERVENTION AT THE TECIINOLOGICAL LEVEL ANt) AHORE GENERAL INTERVENTION AT THE STRUCTURAL LEVEL

TECHNOLOGICAL LEVEL

- USE Of THE NEW SYNTHETIC POROt1t:.RIC MATERIALS IN ORDER TO
STANDARDIZE THE PROCESS
(OULK DYEING. GLUE JUNCTION ETC)

- NEW GLUES FOR ALL THE DIFFERENT KIND Of JUNCTION

- NEW DYEING MATERIALS

- CUTTING LASER MACHINES

- DRIVING AND CONTROLLING t1JCIOPROCESSORS

- CAD (COMPUTER AIDED DESIGN)



INFRATECHNOLOGICAL RENEWAL OF A SlidE FACTORY

(HYPOTHESIS) (2)

ACCORDING TO DERTOUZOS.THE INFRATECHNOLOGICAL RENEWAL OF THIS INDUSTRIAL
SECTOR NEEDS A SPECIFICAL INTERVENTION AT TIlE TECHNOLOGICAL LEVEL AND A
tIORE GENERAL INTERVENTION AT THE STRUCTURAL LEVEL

STRUCTURAL LEVEL

- DECENTRALIZATiON OF PRODUCTION ANU DISTRJIJUTION

- CLOSER LINKS BETWEEN SHOE FACTORY AND SMOtE S SELLING POINTS

- SUPPRESSION OF FINISHED GOODS' STOCKS

- REVISION OF THE RELATIONS AMONG MANUFACTURERS IN THE MATERIALS.
HACIIINES. AND SHOES SECTORS

- NEW MARKET APPROACH
(CUSTOM-MADE SHOES, CAD, PERSONALIZED PRODUCTS)
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SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

INTRODUCTIOt-BY DR AL-ATHEL

- Papers presented reflect the social background of the

wr i ter S

- Bifani and Ayensu present the developing world point

of view

- Barre and Colombo present the developed world point

of view

Summary of Bifani Paper

- Is Technology a slave or a master?

- Science and Technology affect the natural system directly

and indirectly with first, second and third degree effects

- Science and Technology are not neutral and therefore local

conditions should be considered

- Long term effects of Science and Technology should be

considered

- Technology is important for economic growth

- Science and Technology are integrated .dth the production

sction in the developed world, but not in the developing

world where scientists and technicians think in terms of

global rather than local responsibility

- Appropriateness of Technology

- The new Technologies are: Nuclear, biochemical,

space, sub-marine, environmental, laser and micro-electronics

- Science and Technology policies in development



SUMMARY OF BARRE PAPER

- Presents a philosophical point of view

- Factors of the current Technological revolution

- Role of Governments in Technology

- Effects of Technology on society

SUMMARY OF AYENSU PAPER

- Developing countries are in a double hind

- We cannot live without Science and Technology, but how do

we live with it?

- The new Technology for the third world is the

information Technology

- Appropriateness of Technology

- Developed world produces and developing world buys

- Developing countries need help in identifying the

appropriate Technology to select, adapt, and transfer

- Education is the constraint in the developing world

- Environment should be incuded in development planning

- Technologies for minimum survival

SUMMARY OF COLOMBO PAPER

- Presents an abstract philosophical point of view

- Informatics and micro-electronics and biotechnology

are the new Technologies



SUMMARY OF SECRETARY GENERALS NOTE

- Technology is the center of the process of development

- Concentration on the relationship between environment,

Technology, and development

- Appropriate Technology for developing countries

- Neutrality of Science and Technology

- Technology is generated by the private sector in the

developed world. What role should governments play?

- Reason for the limited access of developing countries

to Science and Technology

- New Technologies



- Science and Technology should be considered with emphasis

on environment

- There are other U.N. organizations that deal exclusively

with Science and Technology for development

- The experience gained from the United Nations Conference

on Science and Technology for Development

- Science and Technology play an important role in all the

issues that are considered by the Commission and should

not be dealt with separately, but should be integrated

in the recommendations in the other fields

- It might be useful to shed some light on the role expected

of Science and Technology

- Science and Technology are a mears not an end

- Science and Technology is blamed by many as the evil

source of all environmental and ecological disasters

- Has it not been for Science and Technology, many of the

environmental and ecological problems would not have

been detected

- Scientists have been the first to sound the warnings and

point out the problems facing the environment

- Science and Technology are capable of providing the

remedy as well as the cure to these environmental

problems, but we need the will for imolemeritation

- Science and Technoloqy is not neutral and cannot

be applied uniformly everywhere, but it depends on the

human, natural, and financial resources

- Technology must be appropriate to society and

therefore there must be a strong scientific base

- Technology transfer is a misnomer provided by the developed

world to satisfy the ego of the policymakers in the

developing world with the illusion that they are sharing

in the technological revolution, which is not true at all

- Technology transplantation implies the adaptation

of Technology to society or it will be rejected

- Technology is private in the developed world and public

in the developing world

- Science and Technology has to be integrated within the

development plans and should not be thought of as a goal

in itself, but as a mear to better development

- It should be left to each country to decide what

Technology is appropriate for its society
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